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Seasons of change. Losses, gains. New faces, new friends. Departing souls.

This book gives us the chance to take a step back and look at the big picture.

Each day flies by and we miss so much. ^ This is what we. The Quaker staff,

would like to do for you; provide a visual representation of the past year, something

to aid you in remembering your years at Guilford College. As you look back on

your time here, we hope that the negative feelings will fall like autumn leaves and

give the positive memories space to grow. ^ The events of the past year have

changed us all, some more than others. The departure of an instrumental

personality on campus, Don McNemar, was a notable change on Guilford's campus

this year. ^ We were struck by the awful blow of the terrorist attacks on the

United States. We were all forced to question our values during such a turbulent

time and reevaluate our place in this ever-changing world. W* Years from now,

you may find this book in the back of your attic, brush off the dust, open the

pages, and begin to relive... ^
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Wi'ithout the

hard work of

the

Landscape

and Grounds

and Building

Services

staff, our

campus
would not

look this

beautiful or

impressive.
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campus

You who make our

fBeautifuli
For their tireless efforts to keep tliis campus clean and

beautiful, this year's book is dedicated to Building Services

and Landscape and Grounds. These committed individuals

deserve an enormous amount of thanks and validation for all

their hard work. They are more connected to the campus

itself than anyone else, and their work directly benefits the

Guilford community more than any other department.

Building Services keeps dormitories, academic buildings, and

all the other buildings on campus spotless and livable. Who

knows what kind ofmess ourdorms would be in without these

amazing people? While Building Services keeps our living

spaces spotless, Landscape and Grounds manages to keep the

campus grounds a pristine and beautiful haven from the

surroundng chaotic Greensboro community. Their deter-

mined work manages not only to keep every scrap of trash off

the ground, but they also cultivate a myriad of gorgeous and

exotic trees, shrubbery, and other plants. For all they do, the

students of Guilford College wish to give their whole-hearted

thanks to Building Services and Landscape and Grounds.
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hank OUif

What is the

most nteresting

thing that has

happened to you
while you have
been working
here at

Guilford?

"One of the best

memories I have

of working at

Guilford was two

years ago during

Serendipity. I had

seen everyone

getting a t-shirt

and really wanted

one, so I asked the

person handing

them out how I

could get one. She said that I could get one if I was
able to do something well. I told her all I could do was
sing, so I did. When I was done all the other staff

members around me congratulated me and this led to

everyone getting a t-shirt."

~ Rachel

"The most interesting thing that has happened is that I

spoke at the presidential inauguration for Don
McNemar and I also got to speak during religious

emphasis week."

~ Mary

What do you enjoy most about working at Guilford?

"1 like the people I work with and how everyone is so

friendly."

~ Joetta

"I like being around all the other people."

~ Emma
What do you enjoy doing in yourfree time?

"In my free time I enjoy going to church, singing in

the choir, just sitting around with my husband, and of

course going shopping."

-Evelyn

"In my free time I enjoy riding motorcycles with my
husband; we are part of a motorcycle club."

~Judy

GUILFORD COLLEGE



Emma Abdelaziz:

Bauman, Alumni gym

Robin Alston: Hege

library. Supply coordinator

Bessie Carter: Bryan.

Frank Family Science

Center

Cornelius Chiles: Frank

Family Science Center,

Trash

LmctaCrum:Hegc library

Evelyn Hall: Milner.CCE

Dorothy Hill: Bryan,

Alumni House

Joette Kwami: English

Cecil McDowell: Director

Mary Minor: Founders.

The Hut. Ragsdale Hous

Laura Miller: Binford.

Alternative Houses

Judy Morgan: Ragan

Brown, Milner Guest

House

Rosalyn Oldham: New

Garden

David Petree and Karl

Gibbons: Physical Plant

Jesse Smith: Ragan

Brown, Soccer field

restrooms. Trash

Than Thach: King

Rachel Washington:

Founders, Milner

John Worthy: Special

Projects

Doug: Physical plantm^wP
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The Freshwater Fish class uses elec

tricitv to study fish, (below)

Has Alicia Frasca finally
found her prince?

Ethan Mvcrs, Kccnan O'Leary. and
Krislina IVIilMDscr walch the sunset

at Dead Horse Point while on
Seminar's West, (right)
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Above: All tied up in the human knot

on the Chaos retreat.

Chaos leaders welcoming incoming

freshman to the Guilford Community.
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The
Jill and Ryan getting in tight

with the Team Quest Leader. Chaos
that is our first year...

Story writen by the "CHAOS Dream Team"

This year's CHAOS was dedicated

to the "CHAOS Dream Team 2001
"

which consisted of Katy, Ari, Steve,

Claire, Jill, and Swoop. When the

news of JJ McEachem's departure

from Guilford came to light in May
of 2001. the CHAOS Team was faced

with, not only the loss of a friend and

mentor, but also the responsibility of

ensuring the success of the entire

program, including Avanti, CHAOS,
and the Mentor Program. With JJ's

departure in early June, our team was

left to complete the dream and vision

we had previously created. The fact

that we had the smoothest, most

problem free orientation was a

blessing, especially with the largest

freshman class ever.

...Story contiued on page 14.

.i/zie Gillespie, Pofo Darko, Ashley

1 son, and Erin Marachello are getting

>pcd into Chaos.
The Princeton Review rated Guilford #10 as "Birkenstock-wearing,

tree-hugging, clove-smoking vegetarians'". Amy Griffith and Bryant

Games confirm.
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Th.

Chaos
Continues

...Story Continuedfrom page 13.

However, it was more than just a

blessing that made it possible. The

team's respect, trust, and love for the

program and each other enabled them

to pull through. This team, despite the

change in staff supervision, pulled off

•The Best CHAOS Ever". The team

is so grateful for all the hard work and

dedication that our CHAOS leaders

showed and to all of the faculty and staff

who made it possible for this wonderful

program to happen...you know who you

are and we will never forget. For the

first years, and all those hearing this for

the first time. ..good. ..it was our mission

to ensure that you only saw the product

of the Dream Team's vision. Best of

luck to those who come after us, and

most of all, in keeping the vision and

dream alive. **

Ellie is more than glad to introduce

herself to Dave, 0-HI-O.

Swoop's Chaos team: "Where my dogs at?

Bradley Podair. Jasmine 1-ouls

and Alison Goss are having a hard

time jumping through the hoops.

14 GUILFORD COLLEGE



Chaos

leaders

take a

seat

and

offer a

friendly

hand to

incaning

fiedmai

Above: Sarah Miller, Swoop and Jill Burchell

are hot and sweaty in the summer heat, but that

didn't stop them from painting a masterpiece.

Left: Rich and Aaron cheering for the camera.
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Our

Faculty
And Staff

The professors at Guilford College are a very unique group of people. They have taken upon

themselves the roles of friend, family, and mentor. Their constant attention and devotion to

their students have been a great source of comfort to all those involved. We, the students at

Guilford College, believe it is important to recognize our professors' significance and major

roles in our lives, because without their guidance and constant help many of us would not be

here. Therefore, we would like to show our appreciation and love for our professors by

dedicating the faculty and staff sections to them. Nothing we could ever do would repay them

for their kindness and loyalty.

X
Rex Alderberger

Physics

Charles Almy
Geology

Dave Dobson
Geology

Frank Keegan
Biology

Lynn Moseley

Biology

Dave Maclnnes
Chemistry

Chuck Smith

Biology

Robert Whitnell, Anne
Glenn Chemistry

16
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Santes Beatty Ernest McCoy Marty Hill Kathy Adams

Director of AAA and Director of Counseling Executive Director Interim Academic Dean

Multicultural Services Services NC-PALS and Prof, of Psych.

Library Staff

Rudy Gordh



Seniors,..
The first time we stepped onto

Guilford's campus, we had no

idea what to expect. Now, as

we enter into the real world,

we hope that Guilford has

taught us all we need to know
to survive and prosper. Since

our "first year experience," we
have grown in many ways
while keeping pieces of our

younger selves intact. The
changes we have gone
through at Guilford have
helped us become who we
are. Now, we are ready and

waiting for our next season

to begin...

Right: Kale McNeely. Erin Wamsley. and Sa:

ready to glam rock the night away.

Above: Kwame Darko relaxing for the first time after foui

years straight in the physics lab- Congals Kwam, you madi

Right: Alex Wilson. Scotl Pryor. Simon Kress, and Ni

Villiim lookin' tough
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Left to Right from top: Brook Feldman, Mike Wise, Gig! Burkhalter, Beyond Joy, Patrick McDougal, Katie Fitzgerald,

Allison Austin, Amanda Wheeler, Maya Burlingame, Laura Cohen, Savio Nazareth, Marcelo Tabor, Adrien Sperca,

Pachel Harvey, Adam Thorn, Jane Murray, and Alice Collins
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(nght) Hey Josh Lynch, why do you like

pottery so much? "Because. It's Totally

Sweet!"

20

(right) Dave Smith stnirks after receiving the

award for the longest running senior status at

Guilford College. Congratulations Dave,

you've made it... or have you?

GUILFORD COLLEGE



Ari Betof

Wow, four years went by fast! Mom, Dad, Al,

Rachiel, Grandmom, Paul, Pam, and Barbie:

thank you for being sucii wonderful people!

Steve and Elwood: I would never have made it

through the past four years without your patient

guidance... thank you.

Lizzy Hindman-Harey

Thomas Cocoran
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Sarah Byrne

Maya Burlingame

"It was good while it lasted

No regrets, nothing to mourn,

Nothing lasts forever,

We found out who we are."

-Acoustic Syndicate

Erica Brammer

"True friends are the people that are there unconditionally. They
^ are the people that never question you, support you no matter

' ^ what the circumstances."

Catch 22 - Could not have made it without you guys. You picked

me up at rock bottom--for that I will alwats be grateful. Thanks

for the memories. MUST BE NICE.

A.R. - Been a long journey (a few close calls). I would have

never imagined what a rollercoaster the next 3 years would

be. I cannot thank you enough for your friendship.

Friends - Thanks for the memories. ..Lax - Stay out of trouble.

Family -
I cannot thank you enough. Love you.

22 GUILFORD COLLEGE



Jason Edward Blauch

"Physically I am alive. Morally I am free. ..The dawn is

breaking on a new world, a jungle world in which the

lean spirits roam with sharp claws. If I am a hyena I

am a lean and hungry one: I go forth to fatten myself."

--Henry Miller

Kaitrin Bishop

Winifred Beectier

"Have a Guinness when you're Tired."

Deidre: Couldn't have done school without you. Whaa? Oh my
Ga!

Kirsten & Dianne: Let's go into the cake business.

Sweet pea: My "American delight." I'm so proud of you.

Keli: Be proud of those Irish roots! You're a winner.

Christina: My partner in crime. Remember to go to hell. Boxed
wine rules.

Jake: What can I say? You're the best. Seen any assaulted

peanuts?

Mary Broos: Do I have to put a broken femur in a stork wrap?

Cagle: No you can't have my sister's number.

Thanks to everyone for 4 stellar years...

CHEERS!
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Erin Beacham

To the people that have impacted my life. Some of you are

not a physical part of my life anymore and some of you I see

on a daily basis, in one way or another you all have touched

my heart. Thank you for every moment we shared.

To my teammates, my friends, my girls, my sisters. Thank

you for the memories. Continue to play because you love it

and continue the traditions that we have built. I will miss you.

To my family.. .you are my inspiration, my life and my love.

Thank you for everything.

I love all of you.

Laura Baskervill

Dismiss whatever insults your own soul & your very

flesh shall be a great poem & have the nicest fluency

not only in its words but in the silent lives of its lips &

face between the lashes of your eyes & in every

motion & joint of your body.

Jared Axelrod

"I could do everything but stop. That much a kid, I had just two

speeds: awake and asleep."

--Alan Gurganus

"D.I.Y! Destroy what destroys you!"

-KMFDM

"You never let school get in the way of your education."

-My father
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Andrew J. Dolch

"Position is nine-tenths of the law. Where you position yourself

is what you can get away with."

--Chris Pronger

Well, it is my senior year, and, hopefully, I have positioned

myself to move on to the next chapter of the book called life. I

want to thank the professors, mentors, friends, and family that

have nudged me on the way. Mom and Dad, thanks a million

for supporting my many endeavors over the past twenty-two

years. Jorge, we've finally made it; four years of living in

Baumann are over. Crystal and my other friends, thank you

very much for being there when I needed you.

Good luck to all and God Bless!

KIrsten Dexter

Thank God for making this possible & to everyone for shaping

my life. Winanne & late nights, Deidre & our kickin' band, Dianne

& being real, Melissa &.. .there's too much (Oh Woe is mel),

Physics nerds & late nights. So many helped these 4 years rock!

Part of me will be with each of you, and I'll never forget. Maryland-

-I'm coming home!

"I have seen you in the sanctuary and beheld your power and

your glory. Because your love is better than life, my lips will

glorify you."

--Psalm 63:2-3

Larissa Deckert

"Pay no attention to what the critics say; there has never

been a statue set up in honor of a critic."

-Jean Sibelius
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Mandy Eaton

Laugh in the sunshine,

sing, cry in the dark,

fly through the night.

Elizabeth A. Emma

i accept my mediocrity

and i just want to be free

to dance around

drunk with you

is anything really important

when you consider the dance

that we're too busy to

remember?

That's it. I'm done here now. I

learned more than books teach

me.

Love, Libby

Brooke Feldman
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Gabriel Fertman

"All those who wander are not lost.

Kathleen Fizgerald

"Dance as if no one is watching,

--author unknown
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Amanda Suzanne Wheeler

I thank you all.

"No, all a person can do in this life is to gather about him his

integrity, his imagination, and his individuality -- and with these

ever with him, out front and in sharp focus, leap out into the dance
of experience.

Be your own master!

Be your own Jesus!
J

Be your own flying saucer! Rescue yourself. I

Be your own valentine! Free the heart."

--Tom Robbins

Elise Foster

"Renew yourself with every sun, renew yourself."

-Mary deRachewiltz

Jason C. Capen

Do you know how to beat Bobby Fisher?

Friends, loved ones, sorry I rarely told you how I really felt.

"One ring to rule them all. One ring to find them..."

To my parents there is no way that I will ever be able to tell you

how much I love,

respect, and strive to be like you, thank you for everything.

"One ring to bring them all. And in the darkness bind them."

It's up to us now. Maybe one day we'll catch a glimmer in the

eye of a stranger and realize that they are indeed a friend.

Don't play him in chess.
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Adam Thorn

I

Susan (Katie) Murphy

j"What we have the power to choose, we have the power to change."

--Madeline Albright

Thank you: to all those who have made a difference in my life,

Mom and Dad for endless opportunities and infinite love, the horses

for making me strong, passionate, determined, and feel longing.

One day I hope to lose control.

'Do I dare disturb the universe?"

~T.S. Elliot

"If I were to wish for anything, I should not wish for wealth and

lipower, but for the passionate sense of the potential, for the eye

which, ever young and ardent, sees the possible."

-Soren Kiekergaard

Molly Sword

k h.

"The thoughts that nested

in your folds, where are they now?
Where the roses that perfumed

both jesus Christ and Satan?"

-Federico Garcia Lorca, "New Heart"

"...I rake up

the dead; pick through the remains,

take home whatever gold

I can find."

-Jody Azzouni, "Wings Come in Pairs"
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Allison Austin

Never Let them tame you

But then I am always being overwhelmed. I require it to,

sustain life... It is enough that I am surrounded by beauty.

-- Everett Ruess

George "The JYD" Manley

"A man only has two things in this life his balls and his

word... not breaking neither for nobody."

Megan Mundell

"JE SUIS, JE VIS, J'EXISTE"
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Nathan Goodman

may my heart always be open to little

birds who are the secrets of living

whatever they sing is better than to know

and if men should not hear them men are old

may my mind stroll about hungry

and fearless and thirsty and supple

and even if it's Sunday may i be wrong

for whenever men are right they are not young

and may myself do nothing usefully

and love yourself so more than truly

there's never been quite such a fool who could fail

pulling all the sky over him with one smile

e. e. cummings

Maria Oppel

"Don't let it end like this. Tell them I said something."

-- Pancho Villa Chris last words

Robert Adier

"H

I've got no quote to give.

w
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I

Anna Passantino

To my family, thanks for always being there, I love you all

so much.

Candi, I never thought I would meet someone that thinks

with the same warped mind that I do. Thanks for showing

me squished nuts on the beach and butt-cracks in the caf,

you're the best.

Steph, Put it on or take it off... either way high five, high

five.

Erica, thanks for being Santa's stocking stuffer.

Ed, no matter where our relationship goes, I will always be

thankful for the great times we've spent together... and the

pets that we've acquired ;) I love you Bug

still here.

Jay Parr

Ginger Marshall

Thank you to everyone who made my short time

here so amazing. I found what I was looking for.
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Erica Wiggins

Listen to the MUSNTS, child,

Listen to the DONTS
Listen to the SHOULDNTS
The IMPOSSIBLES, the WONTS
Listen to the NEVER HAVES
Then listen close to me --

Anything can happen, child,

ANYTHING can be.

-- Shel Silverstein

Sara Rosenblatt

To my family, thank you for ... LIFE.

Erin, Kate, Brita, and Michela, Thank you for the rockin' good times,

your wisdom and love. I cannot express to you how much you

have changed my life by being yourself.

Brunnenburg 2001 - In a castle, on a vineyard, in the mountains of

Italy with you, that is pure happiness. I would not have it any other

way Nakedness, wine and campfire galore.

Ladies of C-31 -- "You had me at hello."

"and the light became so bright and so blindin'

in this layer of paradise

that the mind of man was bewildered."

--Ezra Pound
Amo ergo sum

Jason Wynn

Finally!
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Barbara Palmer

I'm the one on the left.

"If there's anything more important than my ego
around, I want it caught and shot now!"

--Zaphod Beeblebrox

Andy - Good bears shut the door.

Hily Beans - He...she...um...wait. What? Oh...2RH

forever!

Mello - Never stop sparking.

Kingdom - Kitty!

Joey - My hand is not a chew toy.

Phil - Yeah.

"I think I had a thought..."

--Winnie the Pooh

Sesa Keiswetter :r:

"I never let my schooling interfere with my education."

-Mark Twain

Sarah Kauffman Miller

I can say that four years is definitely enough at Guiico, but

everyone I met and everything I did was definitely worth it. Love

to D-12 for the best memories ever-keep it in the private area-

Herz and Sus. Late night art building dancehall will never be

forgotten-Sarah, Aliene, Matty Ivy Noah, Philly, Scudder, Maya,

and every other art major that I love. Jamison-my little brother-

Keep doing your thing-I'm so proud of you. Adele-my second

mother, counselor, teacher and motivator-thanks for putting up

with me. Makal, Lil Daryl, Marshmellow, Alex-The DEC crew-

Thank God we're outta here shawt-keep it tight. Margie and Rache

Harvey-ya'll are tiiiiight-keep Sod going. Gig-you so mega
Katydid-We've been through everything together-l love ya. VB

girls keep up our legacy Thad-thanks for keeping me going, being

my inspiration, I love you with all my heart. To Mom, Dad, and

Hannah-thanks for believing in me. I love you guys. Holla back!
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Kassie Fox

"If most people were to be born twice they'd

improbably call it dying--you and I are not snobs. We
can never be born enough. We are human beings;

for whom birth is a supremely welcome mystery, the

mystery of growing: the mystery which happens only

and whenever we are faithful to ourselves. You and I

wear the dangerous looseness of doom and find it

becoming. Life, for eternal us, is now; and now is much
too busy being a little more than everything to seem
anything, catastrophe included."

--e.e. cummings, "Introduction for New
Poems"

Bradley George

"In the depths of winter, I finally learned there layed

within me an invincible summer."

--Albert Camus

Mandy Graves

barn's burnt down...

now I can see the moon,

--masahide
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Amos Huron

Laura Handler

Jay Gregory

WHEEEEE!!!
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Mae C. Kalwaie

"I am incapable of conceiving infinity and yet I do not

accept finity. I want this adventure that is the context of

my life to go on without end."

--Simone de Beauvoir

Never put all your moms in one basket. Learned that one

the hard way.

Chris Giles

Racliel i-larvey

"oh! get me away from here I'm dying."

--belle & Sebastian

"here's wishing you the best, the rest is always better left

. -» unsaid."

-Ida

"i think I'll get up and dance around the room"

. -richard brautigan
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Melina Franzel

"And the day came when the risk to stay tight in a bud was
more painful than the risl< it took to bloom."

--unknown author

Kathleen Ann Lindenstruth

"At last, humming to himself in a rather sticky voice,

Pooh got up, shook Rabbit lovingly by the paw, and
said that he must be going."

-A.A. Milne

Beyond Joy

"A ship is very safe in a harbor, but ships were not built for

harbors."

-Quaker Peace Center, South Africa
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Dianne Johnson

"It is for freedom that Christ has set us free.'

--Gal. 5:1

Brita Marie Helgesen

Sky's clear

night's sea

green of the mountain pool

shone from the unmasked eyes in half mask's

space.

What thou lovest well remains

the rest is dross

What thou lov'st well shall not be reft from thee

What thou lov'st well is thine true heritage

Whose world, or mine or theirs

or is it of none?

-Ezra Pound, Canto LXXXI

Margaret Griffin

"i drew a blank

and i think

it may be

the best thing

I've ever drawn"

--saul Williams

"everybody needs somebody, you're not the only one.'

-guns 'n' roses

"dream with your eyes open."

-margaret griffin
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Brian S. Opiinger

It's true what they say, "these are the best years of your life." My
years at Guilford have made me smarter, wiser, and more tolerant

(stop smirking Jo) and I couldn't have made it through the past

four years without my guys, my girl, and my family. Ari and

Anthony, a guy couldn't ask for better friends, thanks for

everything. Johanna, if it weren't for you I wouldn't be here today.

You've made me incredibly happy and kept me sane (most of

the time anyway). I love you very much. To my family. Mom, Dad,

Ellen, Grace, and all the rest, your support and encouragement

has led me to greatness. I can't thank you enough. I love you all.

To my friends at home, Sajal and Steve, can you believe we did

it?

Megan Page

For the girls (Erica, Candi, Steph, & Anna),

We've made countless memories in this place, some I will

cherish for the rest of my life, some I'll try to forget, but none of

which I regret. At times we've been the best of friends and at

others barely friends at all, but no matter where it's left in the

end, I will love you all until the day I die.

Kevin,

You have been my constant for the past four years and will

always be the place to which I return. You have taught me how

to love and how to be loved. I will forever and always be yours.

Gotta love those baseball boys!!!

Andrew Carlisle

"Music is the soundtrack to your life."

"Nothing spoils fun like finding out it builds character."

--Calvin (Bill Waterson)

"Woohoo! I'm a college man! I won't need my high school

diploma anymore!"

-Homer Simpson
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Candi Lofano

"I always thought that looking back on us would make me
laugh, but I never thought that looking back on us would make
me cry."

Dad, Mom, Deb, Poppy (Nanny too) I couldn't have asked for

a better family.

Anna - Shout out to my girl in the corner...where is my dime?

Stepher - Wait, wait, let me explain. ..Y 'R _ _FF TH_
H_ZZY!I

Erica - Get out of Frank!

To all my roomies and Nikita, we've had our ups and downs
but I love you all.

KF12 & JC33 I will miss you both so much. Have fun!!!

David Kaplan

I am grateful to many friends, teachers and mentors whose
paths have crossed mine. You have selflessly shared

intellect, heart and life experiences with me. Your presence

enriched me in ways I could only have imagined four years

ago. Any accomplishments belong as much to you as they

do me. Thank you for being in my life. You are what makes
Guilford special.

Mom and Dad - You taught me to make my own choices.

Than you for so much. I will carry your wisdom to the next

phase of my life.

Kate McNeely

"If we were not so single-minded about keeping our lives

moving

and for once could no nothing

perhaps a huge silence

might interrupt this sadness

of never understanding ourselves."

--Pablo Neruda

"Do not doubt that you are born to create. Do not believe for

one minute that the realm of art belongs only to others. ..Find

what brings you joy and go there. That is your place to create,

to move with the spirit, for the Muse lingers near the home of

our joy."

"Jan Phillips, Marry Your Muse
"He who would reform himself must first reform society."

-George Bernard Shaw
Nolite te bastardes carborundorum
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Rob Cartelll

"I asked a painter why the roads are colored black. He said,

'Steve, it's because people leave and no highway will bring

them back.'"

--David Berman

Laura Ann Cohen

A special thanks to Mom & Dad, Brendan, CD Gram,

Kate, and Will Pizio.

Erin Wamsley

To achieve the impossible dream, try going to sleep.
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Eva Shaw

"On any given day, I can pull a two-liter out of my backpack.

That speaks of a problem."

--Molly Sword

"Life's not fair."

-My mother

"All I really want to say

is you're the reason I want to stay

but destiny is calling and won't hold

and when my time is up I'm out of here

All I know is I've got to be

where my heart says I ought to be.

If often makes no sense, in fact;

I never understand these things I feel.

I love you, goodbye." -Ben Folds Five

Jane Garden Murray

"We stopped at perfect days & got out of the car."

-Robert Brautigan

"What I have I got to say for myself? Well, I really got

that dishwasher good."

-Piebald

"My assault on the world begins now."

-Lloyd Gobbler

Temma Stout

"Joy in spite of everything! The key to doing that successfully

is not to take yourself too seriously."

-Tom Bobbins, Even Cowgirls Get The Blues
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Alex Wilson

"There are official composers who dress up in a dinner suit

and Bohemian ones who wear jeans. I do not wear either."

--Gyogi Ligeti, from an itnerview with Peter Varnai, 1978

Yep.
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Gigi Burkhalter

Nichole E. Blanchard

"Remember happiness is a way of travel not a

destination."

--Ray Franklin



Ryan Meserve

Thanks Dad, Mom, Annette, friends, family, and faculty for making

my time at Guilford and my life such a memorable and special

experience. ..^.^^^^^ Warum

urn derLiebe willen

sondern Villeicht

um deinetaregen well ich bin

die Liebe wie ich bin

(und auch um meinetewillen) aber ganz sicher

Nicht well du bist

well ich tieben muss wie du bist"

sondern --Erich Fried

well ich dich

lieben muss

When people loose themselves that's the worst form of

loneliness.

Stuart Can Ringwalt

"Talking about love is like dancing about
architecture."

""Playing by Heart"

Jasmine Leigh Fouts

'"He's not really running away," Angle explained, "he just

don't have a real good understanding of where home
ends and the rest of the world takes up.' Taylor agreed

that was sometimes a tough call."

-Barbara Kingsolver
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Ana del Longo

"Only when you stop liking & disliking will all be clearly

understood...

Be not concerned with right & wrong.

The conflict between right & wrong
Is the sickness of the mind."

--Send-ts'an, Hsim, hism Ming

Wendy Wing Ki Lam
"The morning wind spreads its fresh smell.

We must get up and take that in,

that wind that lets us live.

Breathe before it's gone.

Dance, when you're broken open.

Dance, if you've torn the bandage off.

Dance in the middle of the fighting.

Dance in your blood.

Dance, when you're perfectly free."

--Jelaluddin Rumi

"We must learn from the flowers-

bloom not for others but to fulfill

oursleves then to make way for the

new."

-Helen

Danielle Elyse Wilson

What are you experiencing right now?
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Melissa Osborne

"When life becomes this ugly, there must be something equal of

beauty hiding within."

--Nick Whitby

"My greatest weakness is definately trying to explain myself. I

think it's an Irish thing: Irish people talk too much. Because when

we stop talking, we start fighting and talking is always better."

-Bono, U2
"-You don't think I'm ordinary?

-You couldn't be ordinary if you tried.

-Thank you. I don't think there's anything worse than being

ordinary."

-American Beauty

"If we always made the smartest choice, we'd never get laid."

-Anna Maxted

Hilary Allen

"However small may be the world we live in, if we can bring

about a radically different point of view in our daily existence,

then perhaps we shall affect the world at large."

-J. Krishnamurti

"They always say that time changes things, but actually you

have to change them yourself."

-Andy Warhol

Thank you to those here at Guilford who have shared your

selves, your insights, and your truth. I am changed.

Mom & Lou - Thank you for loving me and supporting me as a

person, not just your daughter.

Baubs -
I get misty. Thank you.

Maneena Douglas

"The reward for attention is always

healing. ..attention is an act of connection."

-Anne Wilson Schaef
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Katy Wurster

"You live and learn.

At any rate, you live."

--Douglas Adams

Elizabeth Ward

"The morning glory which blooms for an

hour differs not at heart from

the great pine which lives for a

thousand years."

-a zen poem

Guilford friends (acquaintances, students, and professors)

my will to learn has been fulfilled in different ways by all of

you. Thank you!

Rachel Anne Miller

"Guilford isn't for everyone. Maybe you'd be happier someplace

else."

Here's for taking your own advice, Don. You taught me that

speaking truth to power may not accomplish anything, but I'm

gonna keep having my say, regardless.
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Andrea Karnes

"We are the music makers, we are the dreamers of dreams.'

--Willy Wonka

Deidre Riffe

But by the grace of God 1 am what I am, and his grace to me was

lot without effect."

-1 Corinthians 15:10

Thanks:

Jesus for your life, love, faithfulness, presence, push and the

jhange in me.

Dad and Mom for your love and sacrifices.

Megan and Carleton for being you.

Winanne for 4 fabulous years of friendship, I love you Lady!

Kirsten and Dianne for prayer and encouragement....

Erin Beachman for great hugs.

Apartment Boys (you know who you are) and Eric for being true

n Christ.

All my friends for making these 4 years spantastic.

Jessica Wald

"Work, like you don't need the money.

Love, like you've never been hurt.

And dance, like you do when there's nobody watching.'
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Philip Haralam

"For a long time, it had seemed to me that life was about to

begin -- real life. But there was always some obstacle in the

way, something to be gotten through first, some unfinished

business, time still to be served, or a debt to be paid. Then life

would begin. At last it dawned on me that these obstacles

were my life."

-- Alfred D. Souza

Patricl< McDougal

"We may see that 'progress' is not the accelerating speed

with which we multiply and subdue the Earth nor the

growing number of things we possess and cling to. It is a

way along which to search for truth to find serenity and

love and reverence for life, to be a part of an enduring

harmony, trying hard not to ding out of tune."

--David Brower
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-. Josh Lynch

Sometimes I think about pottery and I dance.

"Come one, shake off the covers of this sloth, for sitting

softly cushioned or tucked in bed, is no way to win fame."

--Virgil to Dante, Inferno XXIV 1



Scott Pryor

"This is what you should do: love the earth and sun and the

animals, despite riches, give alms to everyone that asks,

stand up for the stupid and crazy, devote your labor and

income to other, hate tyrants, argue not concerning God,

have patience and indulgence toward people, take off your

hat to nothing known or unknown or to any man or number
of men. ..re-examine all you have been told at school or

church or in any book, dismiss what insults you own soul,

and your flesh shall be a great poem."

--Walt Whitman

Sarah Clever

"In the midst of winter, I finally learned that there

was in me an invincible summer."

--A. Camus

Catherine Suzanne Morgan, "Cassie"

First and foremost, thanks to my family: Mom, Dad, Lu, Peter

and Stanley for all your love and support. Thanks to Cha, my
best friend and grandmother for helping me make it here.

Thanks to the S.C.U.G.S. and my new crew for helping me get

through this last year. "This nun's for you, you are all Wackda"

lastly to Jeremy Ball "I saw something nasty in the woodshed,

maybe near Big Soddy!"

"Always remember, "when the sun has gone behind the clouds

and everything looks black and there is no silver lining to be

found, remember to cover your head with your coat."

-Bernice Clifton, "Designing Women"
"Lying awake, calculating the future, trying to unweave, unwind,

unravel, and piece together the past and the future Between

midnight and dawn when the past is all deception, the future

futureless before the morning watch when time stops and time

is neverending." -TS. Eliot
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Pearl Mueller

"Courage is resistance to fear, mystery of fear--not

absence of fear."

--l\/larl< Twain

Ryan Sloan

"The power to cinange everything lies within us all. Dare we
venture into the unknown past all that was laid before us to

discover truth in its purest form. Have courage, patience

and love."

Alice Collins

"The way I see it, ya got people that mow lawns and ya got

people that own 'em. And they're never the same people."

"Whatever happened at the end of that story?"

"The girl got away. She ran and she ran until she was home."

"Home. ..yeah, tell me where that is."

"Home is in my hands."

"What a waste, God he just keeps on a mowin', just mows
and mows like it'll make a difference in the world."

"That man there isn't just mowin' laws-he's got plans."

--Lawn Dogs
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Keli Donnelly

"It is good to have an end to journey towards; but it is the

journey that matters in the end."

My friends - Thanl< you for creating lifelong memories and

friendships.

Mom and Dad - Thanl< you for your continual love and support.

Brian - You have opened my heart and changed how I view

myself and the world. Thank you for loving me.

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of

their dreams."

Erin Kelly

"Only a life lived for others is worthwhile."

--Albert Einstein

"To love a person is to learn the song that is in their

heart, and to sing it to them when they have forgotten."

"Humor involves a sense of proportion and a power of

seeing yourself from the outside."

-C.S. Lewis

"There's always something for which to be thankful."

-Charles Dickens

Daniel Fleishman

"Too low they build, who build beneath the stars."

-Edward Young

"An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind."

-Mohandas Gandhi

"You're a brave man. Go and break through the lines.

And remember, while you're out there risking life and

limb through slot and shell, we'll be in here thinking what

a sucker you are."

-Groucho Marx

All my gratitude to the professors I've had.

All my joy for the friends I've made.

All my love to Mom, Dad, and Rachel.
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Audrey Ann Ross

"Let your dreams take flight.'

--Anonymous

^fter a while, you learn the subtle differen

letween holding a hand and chaining a soul.

,nd you team love doesn't mean leaning

,nd company doesn't mean security,

,nd you begin to leam that kisses aren't contracts

,,nd presents aren't promises,

,nd you being to accept your defeats

Vith your head held up and your eyes open

Vith the grace of a woman, not the grief of a child

.nd you leam to build all your roads today

lecause tomorrow's ground is too uncertain for plans

ind futures have a way of falling down in mid-flight

ifter awhile, you leam

hat even sunshine bums if you get too much.

;o you plant your own garden and decorate your

own soul,

istead of waiting for someone to bring you flowers,

ind you leam that you really can endure...

hat you really are strong,

\r\6 you really do have worth,

snd you leam and learn...

Vith every goodbye, you learn."

-"Veronica"

Kipp Craft

To all my friends.. .Ya'll Rock! Thanks

for making my four years at Guilford

so worthwhile! I love you all so much

and wish you only the best of what

life has to offer!

To my parents...Thank you for

always being there for me and

never ceasing to show me
unconditional love. I am so

incredibly lucky to have such two

wonderful people in my life!

Evan... I thank God every night for

bringing you into my life.Thank you

for everything and I look forward to

what the future has in store for us!

Amy Evans

"It matters not what someone is born, but what they grow to be."

-Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire Mom and Dad, thanks for

everything and for letting me live my dreams.

"It's supposed to be hard, if it wasn't hard, everybody would do

it. It's the hard that makes it great." -A League of Their Own. To

all my teammates, it hasn't always been easy, but it sure has

been fun. Thanks for the memories. Keep up the hard work,

and believe in yourselves.

"Friends show us who we are and who we can be; where we've

been and where we're going."To my suitemates for the past two

years, Jenny, Shannon, and Erica, thanks for being the best

friends I could ever ask for.

"You got to know when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em, know
when to walk away, know when to run. You never count your

money when you're sitting at the table, there'll be time for enough

for counting when the dealings done." -The Gambler, Kenny

Rogers
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Dave Scott

"Puddle, puddle, puddle, stick.'

Brian Dumas

Thanks to my mom and dad tor all their help.

You Guilford kids crack me up more then PCU.

"Eviscerate the proletariat."

--Stewie Griffith

Claire Adams

"Each time a man stand up for an ideal, or acts to improve

the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends

forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a

million different centers of energy and daring those riples

build a current which can sweep down the mightiest walls

of oppression and resistance."

--Robert F. Kennedy

"Time it was
And what a time it was
It was
A time of innocence

A time of confidences

Long ago it must be

I have a photograph

Preserve your memories

They're all that's left you"

"Paul Simon
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Lee Massey

First and foremost, thanks to my parents, coaches, and

professors for their support; without them I never would have

made it. To the football team, I wish them the best of luck,

and I love all you guys. Thanks to my great B-12 Buddies

who have been with me on a crazy trip to Gainesville, two

blurry cruises to the Bahamas, and countless other wild

adventures around here. To all my young proteges:

Remember to never let the warped views of the under-

bathed, over-politically, idealistic "liberals" at this school

compromise your values. Finally, I'm so-so-so sorry if I've

made anyone mad.

P.S. Praise the Lord!

Christina Repoley

"You are so young, so before all beginning, and I want to beg

you, as much as I can, to be patient toward all that is unresolved

in your heart and to try to love the questions themselves like

locked rooms and like books that are written in a foreign tongue.

Do not now seek answers, which cannot be given you because

you would not be able to live them. And the point is, to live

everything. Live the questions now. Perhaps you will live them

gradually, without noticing it, live along some distant day in the

answer." -Rainer Mike Rilke

"I do not want ever to be indifferent to the joys and beauties of

this life. For through these, as through pain, we are enabled to

see purpose in randomness, pattern in chaos. We do not have

to understand in order to believe that behind the mystery and

the fascination there is love." -Madeline LEngle

"The revolution loves and creates life." -Paule Freire

Nicole Porter Willcox

To All My Blessings,

The Present of My Life

Under the same sun

dancing free to render

rapturous streams of

consciousness, designing and

chasing dreams

fulfilled by mystery.

exchanged expression,

through drawing, painting,

sculpting, moving, i swirl

lost, are words? an illusion lost

in space

will reappear.

Sharing visions is

what I've learned of

love, minds combine

an extension of self. Our

past illuminates the

night

sky, present is this

glorious

moment on the future

unknown.
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Kathryn Pomeroy Carter

So many memories and people. ..it's impossible to

explain or represent it all. Here's a string of thoughts to

thank those who have influenced, inspired, and believed

in me: Mom, Dad, Cassy Bean--whatever form it takes

we will always be family; D-12 ladies; Duck--my sister;

V-ball ladies (find the golden condom); "Dream Team
2001" for your durability, loyalty, and songs; Jay and

Santes, our leaders; Jill, Steve, Swoop, Claire and Ari;

Mindy--my rock; my guys & ladies of Bannum, Pizio,

Barbara, Robin, Hopp-Dog, Chuck, Glen. I have
laughed, cried, loved, learned, and thank god it's time

to go. Luckily I won't leave alone. Ben, thank you for

seeing me for I was, am, and will be. You have my
heart and I believe in you, always will.

Jason Carter

Miriam Eliza Biber
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Brent Chermside

Neil Vittum

Yo

Angela Rioux
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Quinn Maguire

t

Harold Raleigh

Merritt Johnson
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Jacob Sorg

Mary Trigg

Samara Richter

"I loafe and mute my soul, I lean and loafe at

ease ... observing a spear of summer grass."

-- Walt Whitman
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Bryan Nickell

Marcelo Tabor

Daniel Petry
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Mike Wise

Saraii Nees

Adrian Sperl<a

"Society reflect tonight

an ugly mirror showing an

animal instinct

a twisted way to wrong a

right."

--Pennywise

"Underneath her skin and

jewelry,

^ hidden in her words and

eyes

is a wall that's cold and ugly

she's scared as hell."

--MJK

"When you're ripe

you'll bleed out of control."

--Chino Moreno

"I have decided to leave you

forever.

I have decided to start things from

here.

Thunder and lightning won't

change,

What I'm feeling."

--Dolores O'Rierdan

"I'll light the match this mornin',

so I won't be alone

watch as she lies silent, for soon

light will be gone."

"Eddie Vedder
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Eliza Bradley

Bridget Pople

"Actually, I was not the only legitimate living

descendant of the Laughing Man. There were

twenty-five Comanches in the Club, or twenty-five

legitimate living descendants of the Laughing Man
- all of us circulating incognito, throughout the city,

sizing up the elevator operators as potential

archenemies, whispering side-of-the-mouth but

fluent orders into the ears of cocker spaniels,

drawing beads, with index fingers, on the foreheads

of arithmetic teachers. And always waiting, waiting

for a decent chance to strike terror and admiration

in the nearest mediocre heart."

- J.D. Salinger, The Laughing Man
r. e. B

Lee Elkouri
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Christina Crow
To my family and friends-Thank you for teaching me that stars arenlj

just to be looked at...

"To laugh often and much. ..to appreciate beauty, to find the best ir,

others
, to leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy child, ji

garden patch, or a redeemed social condition, to know one life has'

breathed easier, because you have lived--this is to have succeeded.

--Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Always do sober what you said you'd do drunk. That will teach yoi

to keep your mouth shut."

-Ernest Hemingway

"Push yourself. Or someone else will."

"If you risk nothing, you risk everything."

Jolin Hicks

Die Bedeutung ist der Gebrauch.

-Wiltgenstein

Cynical realism-it's the intelligent man's best excuse

for doing nothing in an intolerable situation.

-Aldous Huxley

I said the words everythings cool.

-Ash

Stephianie Rhoades

To my family:

Without your love, support (and your money, hee, hee), I

wouldn't have made it through all four (four, not eight) years of

college. Thank you for making me the woman I am today. I love

you mosteter.

To my girls:

^3 It was once said "The future will always be better tomorrow,":

but I wonder how it could get any better then this? You've been

my extended family since I've been here. Thank you for everything.

Johnny Boy:

You're my human blanket. Thank you for coming into my life.

Hits Release Add Taco, Buttons Pen Could. Then Cue.
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Colin Roach Beutley

Adam Webber

'You can give my other suit to the Salvation Army
And ev'rything else I leave behind

I ain't takin' nothing that'll slow down my travelin'

While I'm untanglin' my mind

I ain't gonna repeat what I said anymore
While I'm breathin' air that ain't been breathed before

I'll be as gone as a wild goose in winter."

-JC

Karuna Eppsteiner

"Life and love are life and love, a bunch of

violets is a bunch of violets, and to drag in the

idea of a point is to ruin everything. Live and

let live, love and let love, flower and fade, and

follow the natural curve, which flows on,

pointless."

--D.H. Lawrence
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Faith E. Jost

"if you want to get radio play then you write a radio song

sell your het sex baby, you better make it quick lady

the dyke rock scene is what you make of it

it becomes what you bring to it

the dykes don't rule you, you rule the scene

you make rules fuck your fascist regime

half of these rappers are gay, ricky martin likes it that way
all the nation's radio is run by one little man
and it's too fucking bad he don't like yer band

if yer queer you're out, queen latifa take yer stand

all these labels and boxes, confined by what you demand"

radio play

by the haggard

Dain Roose-Snyder

"In the beginning there was Jack, and Jack had a groove.

And from this groove came the groove of all grooves.

One day while viciously throwing down on his box Jack

Boland declared let there be House. And House music

was born."

--unknown

jt-v.«M,^

Nini Mosiashvili

Goodbye...
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Leigh Anne Hunter

Thanks to all I love and

to the things I don't.

It's been

educational...

Jen Surber

Thanks to my family and my friends, both my
old ones and those new to me through Guilford,

especially Leigh.

I say you are all God's children all of you.

Psalms 82:6



Colman Watts

Everybody's a hypocrite . Who cares? Go ahead and

be a hypocrite. No one can live up to their highest ideals

24/7. Just don't give up on the values you have. Hold

on to them. Live by them. And when you break one of

your own rules, thats okay- its part of life. Its better to

have values you can't always uphold, than none at all.

Lisa Beckham

Special Thanks to my mom and dad. Dad- you are my
rock and I wouldn't have made it here without your endless

love and support. Thank you for having faith in me. Thank

you to all my friends who helped me along this journey-

ril never forget our good times. To the one who had my
heart: I love you! "There are many things that will catch

your eye, but only a few that will catch your heart. ..Pursue

those!"

Russell Fergusson
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By James Hart

030CT01 111

Keller Williams

Im eller Williams was funky and brilliant, playing a

loose blend of, well, everything. Williams was an

excellent performer, and
instrumentalist; at several points

in his set, using sequencers and

loop pedals, he recorded and

looped percussion, bass, guitar,

and vocal parts to create a track

over which to sing or solo. The

crowd in Dana (a surprising

number of whom were

not Guilford students

and spent $12 to get

in) had a great time

dancing to the music,

laughing at Williams'

visual gags, and
hollering fortunes.

^
KELLER WILLIiS

S ALL AGES

5 ACOUSTIC SYNDICATE
^ 03-NOV-Ol 7:30PM

§ DANA AUD - GUILFORD COLL

I
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I he best part of the evening was the

connection made between Acoustic Syndicate's

brothers Bryon and Fitz IVIclVlurry and their

cousin Steve

while singing

their opener,

which I

and their first

bluegrass
"Angel Band."

older tunes

showcased
voices that

years of

M c M u r r y

harmony on

the name of

couldn't catch,

encore, the

standard,
Both werethat
the blend of

come from

learning to

connect musically with the same people (i.e.,

family). Big ups to Union for bringing another

couple of high rate bands.

By James Hart
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Always looking sexy in a skirt,

Brent Chermside prepares to

shake his booty.

Rainbows were a common
theme at the Coming Out Ball, as

Casey Creel displays here.

OBaff
by. Casey CreelOn Friday, October 12,

2001, the annual Coming
Out Ball was held in front

of Dana Auditorium. It was, as always,

sponsored by the on-campus GLBT
organization. Pride.

Pride's main purpose is to provide a place

for queer students to come and socialize, be

themselves, and not have to worry about

judgment. It is open to anyone who is gay,

lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, queer,

questioning, an ally or a friend.

The group also serves any student looking

for information, or anyone who wants to

discuss his or her viewpoints or feelings, "as

long as the person is respectful and open,

"

Pride chairperson Ashley Coleman said.

"Everything is intended for all students,

"

Coleman stated. "All of our events are always

open and welcome to everyone."

"This is tfie one Guilford event where you really see a

huge, diverse group ofstudents come togetherand have
fun as a community" said Travis Compton, "It's not just

for queer students, it's everybody"
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Cindy Halloway sportin' the
stripes and plaid. .and pulling it

off?! (left)

"It's fun to see half ofyour friends

in drag, "commented Chris Poole.

Two hot mammas, Cindy Liu and
Ashley Phelps, looking fonward
to a good time.

Kat Allen, Amanda Hollifield, Elizabeth

Minehart, Kate Doom, Lisa Sutherland,

and Minta Fox struttin' at the Coming Out
Ball (Below)
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Dan Flieshman does his best impression of William

ShakespeUre in tiie Globe Theatre, (below)

(L-R) Josh Brown. Jeni Robinson. Miranda Boggs. Laura
Baskervill. Sumit Khemani, Jessica Wald, Amanda Spencer,
Brooke Donaldson. Shana Murik. Ben Thomas, (above)
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0"l Study abroad in...

London

* ^ 1

London Program Fall 2001

by: Sally Stevens

In addition to being the American tourists

gateway to Europe, London is

such a fascinating city that one semester

hardly seems like enough. The

Fall 2001 London group, led by accounting

professor Raymond Johnson, lived

near Marble Arch (a block away from the

famous Oxford Street, and a short

bus ride to Piccadilly Circus). Classes were

held at the Friends House in

Euston Square.

Students in the London program had

several classes to choose from, including

British history theater and art. Every student

was enrolled in the British Theater class, which

included field trips to the Royal Opera House

in Covent Garden, and weekly plays, many of

Big Ben stood tall and proud as the Guilford students

familiarized themselves with many of London's

traditional and majestic sights.

which were in the West End. Additionally

each student participated in an internship.

Their jobs varied widely; among others, they

worked for magazines, PR firms, in

Parliament, in schools, and in social work.

Together, the group took outings to

Stonehenge and Bath, as well as tours

around London. Many students took

advantage of London's excellent location

and traveled to other European countries,

such as Ireland, Spain, France, Italy,

Germany and the Netherlands.

(L R) Marra Higgms, Laura Baskervill. Shana

Murik. Sarah Austin and Brian Schuh show London
how Guilford students celbrate Halloween.

Sarah Austin, Brooke Donaldson, Sally Stevens, Josh

Brown, Amanda Spencer, Sumit Khemani and Stephanie

Harris having a jolly old time in The Duke of York, one of

the numerous pubs in London.

(Tiiiiford students enjoyed beautiful sights

,is the Tower of London.
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African American Affairs

AACS
Afncan Arv^encao Co(+ora( Socletv

This year, AAA has had one of its best years yet. Thanks to

graduating seniors. God bless them all. AACS has enhanced its

leadership. Furthermore. Santes Beatty, Director of AAA and

MRC, and Chowan Gabriel will assist in leading AAA to

wonderful years ahead of us. Also. Shanneena Robertson has

mentored Brandon Lockhart. the new president of AACS. in

her image toward a promising new year. Good luck to all and

to everyone that is gone. You will be truly missed.

Brothers Doing Positive. The purpose of this section

ofAAA is to help develop a brotherly bond between the African

American males on campus. Throughout the year, they have

assisted and participated in events such as the Annual Talent

and Fashion Show. MLK celebration, and Plays. Thus, the

brothers were engaged in developing their personal skills and

preparing for future aspirations.

Sister to sister. The purpose of this subgroup of AAA is

to establish a useful connection between the African sisters on

campus. In conjunction with AAA. AACS. and BDP. the sisters

have assisted in all AACS events, including a Tribute to Afeni

Shakur- mother to the late Tupac Shakur. a Yard sale, and a

lecture on black males in America called "Crouching Tiger.

Hidden Lion." By helping each other in their work, these

women have developed and enhanced their leadership skills.

(Below) Michcle Simmons

strutting her stuff dunng tlie fin

ever Talent and Fashion Show ii

the fall semester.

L'l Br;indon Lockhart is obviously happy in his Africin

ng the African American Awards ceremony.

(above) From left to right. Micheic Sinimniiv. /cc Kiiv^cll. Blair Taylor. Isa Stokes. AQ
participated in a phiy during Bhick History Month iii IXma Audilonuin.
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(Left) Trisha Matthews ,s tonmg ,

'^^""'^ ^'"' Stewart and L,la

up that body with Tae-Bow ,n the ^"'"" representing Gu.ltord Col-

lege.
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Class

of

2003
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Football
Delvin Newkirk{23). Jake

Sorg (10). and Luke White

(56). does well to stop a

Washington and Lee offen-

sive drive.

(right) Sean Glamer (91).

J.J. Edwards (8). Travis

Newkirk (33). and Malt

Ledbeller (27) make a lough

tackle on Washington and

Lee.

(below) Oren Robinson,

Guilford's starting quarter-

back from Anderson. SC.

scrambles out of the pocket

for a few yards gain.

James Hereford (below) of Rockingh;

NC. gets set before a play.

2001 Guilford Colk-^i- ^(>(>thall liani iriuhti

First Row (L to R): Charlie Morns, Calvm Lockhart, Jake Sotg, Lee

Massey. Sean Glamer, Will Black, Oren Robinson, Drew Baird, Luke
White, Nick Lamotia, Brandon Lockhart, Jason Randazzo Second
Row (L to R): Ricky Hiafi, Josh Moore, James Hereford. Delvin

Newkirk, Matthew Ledbetter, Clint Duckworth, Terry Roney, Ed Grofic,

O.J Baits, Kyle Becher, Travis Newkirk, Chns McKinney, Trey

Funderburk Third Row (L to R): Grant Murphy, Jeffry Frisby, John
All, Dan CalJento, Feky Eugene, Ron Dunn, Josh Smith, Payson
Davis, Chris Kinlon, Brian Caye, Terrance Gary, Jon Cagle, Cesar

Dones, Hunter Moore Fourth Row (L to R): Sam Morgan, Sam
Meyers, Travis Boyd, Erie Welch, Christian Adams, Glenn Brown.

David Malino, Sherod Long, Chris Guthne, Marcus Ballard, Jason

Allen, Nick Harvey, JeH Deal, Patrick Brennan, Tripp Isenhour, JJ
Edwards, Matt Sanders Fifth Row (L to R): Frank Marlenies, Wes
Kidd. Alex Jacobson, George Manley, Luke Owens, Chris Dunn. Matt

Cowan, Jason Hunt, Mark Davis, Luke Bellman, Fabian Gonzalez,

Chns Hallman, Forrest Sanders, Rick Parks, Ed Massello, Bnan
Person, Brandon Smith Sixth Row {R to L): KellJ Donnelly (Iramer),

Head Trainer Mary Broos, Assistant Trainer Craig Eilbacher, Chnslina

Crow (trainer). Assistant Coach Calvin Hunter, Assistant Coach Corey

Phillips, Assistant Coach Ryan Dobias, Head Coach Mike Ketchum,

Assistant Coach Jason Goltlieb, Assistant Coach Garnck Vogt,

Assistant Coach David Heggie, Assistant Trainer Rob Woodall,

Deidre Rttfe (trainer), Bryan McMahon
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(left) Brandon Lockhan (36) of Roxboro. NC, powers up

field while and Fecky Eugene (50) of Lantana, FL, and

Drew Baird (53) of Taylors, SC, make key blocks on a

Guilford offensive drive.

(below) Chris McKinney of Apex, NC was Guilford's top

receiver. Chris set the NCAA Division III record and tied

the all-divisions mark for most punt returns for a touch-

down in a season with five

Id Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC) football coaches selected seven Guilford College

players to this year's All-ODAC football team at their annual coaches meeting. Quakers' junior

receiver Chris McKinney (Apex, NC/Apex) earned first-team honors while sophomore cornerback

O.J. Balls (Wallace, NC/Rose Hill), junior safety J.J. Edwards (MIms, FUAstronaut) and senior

offensive lineman Lee Massey (St. Cloud, FLVSt. Cloud) were second-team selections. Guilford

senior linebacker Will Black (Charlotte, NC/Providence Day), senior tight end Nick Lamotta

(Rolesville. NC/Wake Forest-Rolesville) and sophomore defensive lineman Brian Person

(Havelock, NC/Havelock), and each received honorable mention recognition. The Quakers look to

carry over their three-game winning streak from 2001 to the 2002 season. They ended the

season with three straight victories over conference foes Randolph-Macon, Catholic University

and Emory and Henry^



Volleyball

Jennifer Pue-Gilchrisl is

Guilford's hitting and digs

leader. She set school

records for single-season

aces and career digs this

year, (right)

m

Sue Reichel and A.J. Riibertson post a big defensive bloc

Christina Middletiin looks on with antieipation. (above)

2001 Guilford College Volleyball I right)

Third Row (I to r):Head Coach Chuck MeCracken.

Trainer Nick Martin. Jennifer Pue-Gilchrisl. Asheley

Harrison. A.J. Robertson. Trainer Nicole McCrory.

Assl. Coach Craig Lenninger. Second Row (I to r):

Cassidy Hey. Macken?ie Parsio. Heather Aly. Reba

Richards. Lila Anton, Tracey Slaughter. Front Row
(I to r): Anne Landay. Sharana Tolfree. Ashley

Cooke. Christina Middleton. Bethany Slubhs,

Rhonda Rogers. Sue Reichel.
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AJ Rnhcrlson from Eden. NC makes a solid play for the

Quaker team, (left)

Whuck McCracken started his 10th season as Guilford's head

volleyball coach with one of his most experienced teams in recent

years. The Quakers returned 1 1 letter winners, including five starters,

from last year's 6-26 unit that reached the Old Dominion Athletic

Conference (ODAC) Tournament for the sixth time in seven years.

Date



Kiisscll l-ot.:u-.M.n ^l..l^ his hcsl lo keep

ball inplay, (abi.vel

2001 Men's Soccer (right)

Third Row (I to r): Head Coach Llam Behrens. Nalc

Bynum. Trm ImaHdon, Enc Edwards. Steve Harrison, Bo

White. Kyle Price, Zae Snyder. Asst. Coach Dax Baker

Second Row (I to r): Russell Fergusson. Derriel Cannon,

Anipofo Darko, Ryan Fitzgibbons. Kellh Paul. Grey

Hmkle, Steve Chaconas. Kwatne Darko, Front Row II to

rl: Marcus Bowers, Jon Henderson. Rich Brown. Sterling

Eanes, Josh Shiffman. Brett Ralls, Chris Newton. T J

Muse. Karl Smith, Not pictured: Matt McGuire, Damian

Levy,
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Greg Hinkle of Highland. MD beats his mark as he

heads to goal, (left)

Steve Harrison from Virginia Beach. VA, serves in the

ball on a Guilford comer, (below)

he Men's Soccer Team had a difficult season this year, with the toughest sche(jule in

a decaide. Coach Liam Behrens brought in some tough NAIA competition in addition to

the very competitive ODAC Conference. The highlight of the year had to be the

regular season victory over Washington and Lee, the Generals' only loss of the

season. Unfortunately they fell short of their team goal of winning the ODAC
Championship. Many felt that this could have been the breakout year for the Guilford

Men's Soccer Team who have been struggling to develop into a soccer powerhouse

under the guidance of Coach Behrens, This was the senior year for Kwame Darko and

Russell Fergusson, Behrens' first recruiting class. They put in a tough four years and

are looking fonward to seeing the development of the predominately underclassmen

squad in future competition.

^^^^^^_



2001 Women's Soccer Team (right)

Third Row (I to r): Asst. Coach Mike Johnston, Morgan

MMIetl. Megan Barolel-Fogarty. Kelly Ray. Kasie Gray.

Ashley Moore. Jamara Knighi. Amy Evans, Head Coach

Forrest Collier, Second Row (I to r): Heather

Hagelbargcr. Emily Jcfters. Sarah Bcddoe. Rachel Chaffin

Brandee Adams. Lori Laylon. Erica Brammer. A!e\

Hutton. Front Row (I to r): Beth Savy. Genna Cohen.

Elizabeth Appenzeller. Casey Henritz. Angela Rioux.

Courtney Lowe. Amy Sullivan-Bashinsky,
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T.he 2001 Guilford Women's Soccer season thrived due to contributions from

both seasoned veterans and skilled underclassman. Three seniors, Amy
Evans, Erica Brammer, and Angela Rioux led the team both on and off the field.

They provided a strong base for the players of the future. The team was

plagued with injuries but overcame the adversity to have a successful season,

including an 1 1th straight trip to the ODAC tournament. The 2002 year looks to

be a rebuilding year due to the fact that Coach Forrest Collier vacated the

position as head coach.
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lubs & rganizations.

The clubs and organizations on the Guilford College

campus offer opportunities for service, social activity, and

personal fulfillment. All the clubs are founded,

maintained, and cherished by students. There are

opportunities in publications, the arts, athletics, and

service for motivated and interested community

members. These following club sections are an attempt

to bring to light the various activities Guilford College

has to offer.

The Piper

The Piper is the literary and arts magazine of Guilford

College. The primary goal of The Piper is to bring quality

literary and artwork by Guilford students, of all types,

to the college community in the form of a student run,

professionally produced magazine. Submissions from

any member of the Guilford College community are

considered for publication. Editors and members of the

general staff meet throughout the year to call for

submissions, collect, select, and create the magazine.

The Piper is involved in the writing and arts communities

of Guilford and serves as an outlet to students for artistic

progression, experience with a submissions process,

and possible publication. The organization hosts

coffeehouses, readings, visiting poets, etc. The staff of

the magazine works to promote outreach activities and

promote the organization. The Piper serves to

strengthen, publicize, and praise the creativity of artists

and writers at Guilford. It is a source of inspiration and
a tribute to the unique environment of Guilford College.

Editor-ln-Chicf: Elizabeth Laird

Assistant Editor: Honey Smith

An Editor: Elise Foster

Prose Editor: Amanda Wheeler

Poetry Editor: Samara Richter

Treasurer: Seth Van Horn

Public Relations Coordinator: Ryan Taylor

Assistant Layout & Design: Sarah Carpenter

Secretary: Hannah Winkler
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Choir

The College Choir, through its annual concert tour

and community programs, serves as an ambassador

of good will for Guilford. Activities are designed for

community enrichment, the high point of the season

being the annual Christmas holiday concert.

Numerous other public performances are presented,

and by audition, members of the choir have the

opportunity to perform with additional choral

ensembles. Participation in the choir is designed to

add to the total enrichment of student life.

^m^m



Men's Rugby
We as the Guilford College Men's Rugby Football Club

(FRC) have several goals to fulfill our purpose: To meet

the needs of Guilford College athletes by increasing

the availability and opportunity to play intercollegiate

rugby; to allow Guilford College to remain competitive

with other colleges and universities which offer a wide

variety of athletics; to show the community that there

are a variety of worthwhile non-NCAA athletic programs

available; to act in accordance with and fulfill the

requirements of USA Rugby laws and procedures. We
intend to fulfill these goals by making ourselves visible

and accessible to the community, promoting an image

of sportsmanship and camaraderie among our

participants, and by extending our athletic abilities in

both practice and play.

President: John Hamer

Ultimate Frisbee

Our primary goal is to have fun. We are aiming

to create a community of players consisting of

beginners through fully experienced players,

together forming a supportive environment.

Another aspect of our purpose is to spread the

basic philosophy of the sport of Ultimate,

referred to as "Spirit of the Game";

Ultimate has traditionally relied upon a spirit

of sportsmanship which places the responsibility

for fair play on the player him/herself. Highly

competitive play is encouraged but never at the

expense of the bond of mutual respect between

players, adherence to the agreed-upon rules of

the game, or the basic joy of play. (Official Rules

of Ultimate, UPA 9th Edition, p. 1, 1991)

Our final goal is to reach a competitive level

of fitness.

President: Jay Gregu
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Game Club

The Scrabble and Chess club is a fun and stimulating

place where good people get together to play good

games. The club meets once a week in Founders, and

anyone who stops by is welcome to play. It's a great

place to meet people and make friends. People of all

skill levels are encouraged to participate. Whether

you are good at chess and bad at scrabble, good at

scrabble and bad at chess, or have never played

either game before, there is a place for you at the

chess and scrabble club. Just watch out for the

leprechauns.

President: Dan Freeman

Yachting Club

Our goal is to bring creative minds together in a

comfortable, productive atmosphere that will foster

and provide space for adventures in fiction,

fantasy, science-fiction, role-playing, strategy

games, comic books, face painting, computers,

scary stories, Japanese animation, costumes,

creating world takeover plans in our strategy

games tournaments, making a public spectacle,

holding strategy game tournaments, holding

weekly film sessions and other creative endeavors

which will be determined on the basis of

membership interest.

President. Mae Ralwaie

Vice-President: John Davi;

Treasurer: Daniel Worral

Secretary: Phillip Wnght
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Co-Presidents: Debbie Hams iic Gigi Burkhalier

Treasurer: Leonora Tisdale

Guilford Pride

Our purposes are to provide a friendly,

supportive environment to assist Gays,
Lesbians, Bisexuals, Transgenders, and
Straight Allies in personal growth and self

acceptance. To increase understanding and

acceptance of GLBTA individuals in the Guilford

College Community. To provide a relaxed, fun,

social environment for the GLBTA community

where they interact with fellow GLBTA
members. To aid in the prevention of

homophobia, homosexual prejudice, and
homosexual discrimination on the campus and

in the greater community.

President: Ashley Coleman

Vice-President; Connie Curringei

Treasurer: Chris Poole

Secretary: Cindy Holloway
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GCRO
GCRO works to encourage and facilitate co-operation

among campus religious organizations, enable the

formation of new groups, and provide general religious

programming for the campus, including: College

Meeting for Worship, seekers sessions, religious

emphasis week. Fun Nights, and the popular bi-weekly

newsletter, the GCRO Caw. GCRO seeks to foster

an atmosphere in which meaningful and enjoyable

inter-religious dialogue may occur, and participants

may grow in the life of the Spirit, individually and

collectively. GCRO is made up of representatives from

the different religious organizations at Guilford College

and others interested in its purpose.

German Club

President iind Treasurer: Dianne Johnson

Editor: Elizabeth Baltaro

Staff Advisors: Deborah Shaw and Max Carter

The primary goal of the German Club is to bring students,

faculty, staff, and members of the Greensboro community

together for German cultural events and activities. Over

the last few years, the German program at Guilford has

established contacts with native Gemians in Greensboro:

three area high school and grade school German

programs, two groups of exchange students from

Germany who come to Greensboro every fall, and the

German department at UNCG. By organizing a series of

regular German cultural events at Guilford, we hope to

j
strengthen these ties and continue working to bring our

campus community and the Greensboro community

together. These activities will be planned and organized

\ by the club. The club meetings will also provide a regular

opportunity for students of German to practice speaking

' and to help each other in their study of the language.

; Examples of events and activities include but are not

i limited to Filmabend (German film, followed by a

i

discussion), Liederabend (German folksong singalong),

Weihnachtsfest (Christmas festival), Aprilfest (German
' food and picnic), and guest lecturers.

President: Kristie Garma

Clubs continue on page 154..
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Education Department

Pat Anderson

Business Office

David Barntiil!

Pro. Religious Studies

Kathy West Martha Cooley Pro. of History &
Student Life Dir of study Abroad & Miriam

Collins Asst Dir. of Study Abroad

i



Pat Callair

JPS

Elizabeth Corle

College Relations

Jim Hood

Academic Dean, English

Our

Faculty
And _

Jerry Joplin

JPS

Julie Larison

College Relations

Tim Petty John

Sociology

^^

Tim Lafollete, Leah Kraus Carol Stoneburner

Media Services, IT&S Women's Studies

Will Pizio

JPS

Jonathan Malino

Philosophy

Catherine Kannenberg

Psychology

Karen Tinsley

Psychology

Staff

Vance Ricks

Philosophy

Adam Kriss

Res Life Coordinator

Bob Williams

Honors Dept, Economics
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The Horror of 9/1 1 realized: (Above and cenlerl The first W orld Trade Center tower collapsing under intense

heal and pressure. (Top left) One of the many N.\ .C. rescue vehicals caught in the lower's falling debris.

(Right) A tower of billow ing smoke rises from the Pentagon in our nation's capital.

Student reactions as a result of September 1 1th.

"I am (dealing with it well but at

first I was afraid because I have

family in the city inclu(jing my
mother. So I was worriecj until I

was certain everyone was ok."

~ Angela Hunnewell

"
I began my internship in London that day. My

supervisor was letting me sit in on a meeting:

he left to photocopy something and heard the

news then. He came back, finished the

meeting, and said 'You should sit down,' and

told me. I didn't know how serious it was then."

~ Sally Stevens
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September 11th

Written By: Katy Wurster

Bryan Auditorium was totally silent.

The seats, the steps, and the entrenceways were full to overflowing, but no one spoke. Max Carter,

Coordinator of Campus Ministries, stood at the microphone.

"Those responsible," said a voice from the crowd.

"We hold those responsible in the light," replied Carter.

In the face of the tragic attacks that occurred in New York City and Washington, D.C. on Tuesday,

the Guilford College community responded in typical Quaker fashion - with silence.

"We felt the need of a lot of folks," said Carter," of an appropriate way to respond [to today's

events] ." Carter described the many students, staff, and faculty who spent the morning watching the

news in the Underground as "totally catatonic. We've never been hit like this in people's memory,"

he said.

"When Quakers don't know what to do, we sit in silence."

The silent meeting concluded with members of the community offering names of friends,

relatives, and others closely involved to be held in the prayers of the entire group. These names

included the President, the loved ones of those responsible, and even those who were themselves

responsible for the tragedy.

"It was very comforting to know that our community could gather in support of each other," said

senior Alison Austin. "Even though it doesn't do much to lessen the pain, it helps to know that there

are those around you who care."

Although no discussion of the actual events occurred during the meeting. Carter conveyed his

admiration of the "deep and penetrating analysis" of the situation that he feels Guilford students

have taken upon themselves. "Students here understand that violence doesn't come out of a

vacuum," he said.

Austin agreed but voiced fears that this understanding would not extend to those involved in

making the major decisions of the next few days. "I think that we're very selfish with our

international policies," she said. "I think that (George) Bush is going to be arrogant about wanting

to blame someone else and not admit that our actions towards other countries could have precipitated

this."

Carter also expressed worries that international students on campus might feel alienated or

threatened by the rest of the community. He emphasized the importance of remaining open-minded

and inclusive.

Students who do wish to discuss any aspect of the events are encouraged to do so. "We hope

students who are experiencing feelings of loss or anger or despair will choose to talk through these

feelings with other people who can lend support. Staff members from the Counseling Center,

Residence Life, and Student Life are keeping their schedules flexible so that they can assist students

as needed," said Mona Olds, Dean of Student Life.

The consequences of Tuesday's tragedies are, at this point, unpredictable. The loss of life has

already exceeded the imaginable, and, in the event of retaliations on the part of the United States,

may increase exponentially. Certainly, the fear and confusion experienced by people across the

nation are unprecedented in recent memory.

But on the campus of Guilford College, the dark clouds are edged with an unmistakable line of

silver. It is in the face ofcatastrophe that community solidifies, and on Tuesday, September 1 1, the

Guilford community proved its worth as the kind of community that does not attempt to ease pain,

but to provide strength.

"Look at me. I got everything

short of a strip-search last

time I flew back from

Christmas break."

-David Foley

"While mourning for lost lives, I

find it important to think and talk

about why someone would want

to carry out these actions."

~ Leigh Anne Hunter
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James Carroll
Written B\ Jessamxn Bean

James Carroll, an award-winning author and

columnist for the Boston Globe, spoke at

Guilford's opening convocation in Dana

Auditorium on the topic of "Academics and

Activism." The convocation was originally

scheduled for August, and because of the

change in date, the focus inevitably changed to

feature the Sept. 1 1, 2001 tragedy.

Looking back

on the past.

Carroll noted

that there have

been certain

moments that

took hold of the

world and
forced
everyone to

reevaluate their

lives and the

possible future.

He identified

several turning

points in

history that

affected his

own life,
including the

first atomic
bomb tested by

the Soviet
Union, the

launch of
Sputnik, and

the Cuban
missile crisis.

Although he

was only seven

when Harry
Truman
announced to

the country that

the Soviet
Union had
exploded an atomic bomb. Carroll still way to make that choice. I don't presume

remembers the moment that started the age of I would have had the courage to be one of

McCarthyism and the fear of a nuclear threat, them," he said of the passengers in flight

James Carroll speaks in Dai

of Guilford students.

He remembers watching Sputnik flicker

across the sky, and what that small

satellite meant for the United States. He

explained how incidences like these can

motivate a generation to activism.

Carroll's generation, the generation

that came of age during the Vietnam War,

simply could not avoid activism. Carroll

spoke of "being drafted, literally, out of

academic
achievement

into
activist

political

commitment.

It was one

draft we
could not

resist.

Being a

pacifist.

Carroll
does not

usually
consider
violence

and force

as options.

However,

he feels

there are

some
circumstance

in which a

choice
must be

made to

use force

for the
greater
good. "I

salute the

people that

found a

on the hijacked airplane that crashed in

Pennsylvania.

Carroll's hope for the future is that the

terrorist attacks of Sept. 1 1 will be a

turning point in history towards a

renewed peace. Instead of starting World

War III, the collapse of the World Trade

Center should be a catastrophe that starts

negotiations, disarmament, and unity

between every country.

"Sept. 1 1, 2001 -- we all know it will be

a turning point." he said.

i Auditorium to a rapt audit

LETTER WRITTEN TO EDITOR OF THE
GUILFORDIAN IN RESPONSE TO JESSAMYN

BEAN'S NOV. 2 ARTICLE ABOUT JAMES CARROLL

Dear editor,

In your article about James Carroll,

you referred to him as a pacifist. On
the contrary, Carroll was very explicit

that although he is committed to

peace, he is not a pacifist. He believes

that force is sometimes justified, but

that the United States and the v/orld

as a whole must seel< non-violent

ways to settle differences.

Interestingly, Madeline Albright

made a distinction very similar to

Carroll's, even as she mistakenly
implied that Guilford's student body
was largely pacifist.

Although Carroll and Albright both

embrace peace while rejecting
pacifism, one might wonder whether

they would agree on when force is

legitimate. Both were willing to

support the United States actions to

date in Afghanistan, both also made
clear they could imagine opposing the

United States military action in the

near future, depending on how it

developed. I'm sure they would be
happy to continue the conversations

with us which both enjoyed
immensely.

Joseph Malino, Dept. of Philosophy
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Madeline Albright
Written Bv Ben Manx

It appeared to be a good old Guilford protest. About

10 students were sitting in front of Dana Auditorium

)n Thursday. Nov. 1, 2001. This was no protest,

hough, but the general admission line optimistically

\.iiiing to hear the year's first Bryan Distinguished

iiMiing Professor, former U.S. Secretary of State,

Vladeline Korbel Albright.

Albright's lecture was the second in the "Human

^ghts: Global and Cross-Cultural Perspectives"

.«ries, which later feaUired consumer activist Ralph

Vader and Nobel Peace Prize recipient Oscar Arias.

Hours before Albright's lecture began, people in

jenenil admission were already restless. The line of

ic kcl holders stretchedcontinuously from the steps of
Madeline Albright was

lines which developed

Madeline Albright meets with a small jzroup ot students bctorc addressin;

larger crowd at Dana Auditorium.

Dana all the way to the center intersection ofcampus.

By about 7:00 p.m.. the .stagnant general admission

line reached almost all of the way to Friendly Ave.

Even those near the front of the line began to look

longingly at the whirlwind of walky-talky-toting

officials, starting to accept the fact that they would

probably be forced to watch the speech on one of the

clo.sed-circuit televisions set up in the Moon Room

and in the Choir Room.

A lucky few from general

admission were let in. They

charged the steps ofDana 1 ike

kids at a Skid Row conccil

trying to gel down front.

Hundreds of hopefuls,

unfortunately, had to be

turned away.

Eventually, everyone

settled in and the former

Secretary of State appeared.

She was accompanied by

President Don McNemar,

Mayor

and
Guilford graduate Keith Holhday,

and junior Crystal Waitekus.

McNemarexuberantly welcomed

everyone to the event. Holliday

also made some welcoming

remarks. Waitekus received

rousing applause from the

students as she gave a brief

biography of Albright and

welcomed her to the podium.

After a round of applause that

only grew louder as the tiny

woman urged the crowd to sit.

Albrightshowed that she haddone herhomework about

Guilford and its Quaker u-aditions. She alsoengaged the

crowd with a well-received joke about Jes.se Helms.

"How do we separate right from wrong amidst the

turbulence?" stated Albright in regards to the events of

Sept. 1 1 . 200 1 . She then began to speak of the need for

proportionate war and the need to keep civilian

casualties down.

a much sought after speaker at Guilford, made apparent by the long

hours before her scheduled speech.

Later, she spoke about the necessity of U.S.

involvement in Bosnia and even that our lack of

involvement in Rwanda, a major point of criticism

of the Clinton administration, was a mistake. "I

thought that our lack of involvement in Rwanda

was terrible," she said.

"We are a reluctant policeman," Albright said of

American involvement in so many nations around

the worid. She said that it is our duty to uphold

human rights because we are in a position of such

power.

The crowd clapped so frequently during her

.speech that it started to become almost awkward.

Not everyone was .so thrilled with Albright,

however. A few students walked out after

Albright'scommentsregarding the Israel-Palestine

conflictandhersupportofIsrael. Other students felt

that she avoided the issue somewhat. '1 wanted her

to get into more specifics regarding the Middle East

peace process," said senior Jared Axelrod.
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'^MkU^a^m
The artists exhibited a range of

media including painting, mixed-
media installations, wood sculp-
ture, photography, printmaking
and ceramics. A series of lunches
were held in the Art Gallery
throughout the semester. Both the
exhibition and the discussions of-
fered oppurtunities to consider new
developments in the work of these
artists and to introduce the art fac-
ulty members to the Guilford com-
munity.

Todd Drake

"Anatomy of A Question"

1999, acrylic on canvas

Charles Tefft

01! and vinegar ewers, 2001

asti glazed white stoneware

Adele Wayman
"Her Light Returns," 2000

oil stick, oil paint
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Roy Nydorf

"Boy with Vessel," 2001

wood

Heea Crownfield

"Murmur" (detail), 2000

burnt poplar, tea bags, beeswax

Shawn Linehan

"Abstract 1
," 2001

Color print

Maia Dery

"Bowron Lakes Provincial Park," 2000

gelatin silver print

Molly Stouten

"I Found that I was...," 2001

intaglio

Michael Northuis

Untitled, 2000

oil on panel
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ONE LOVE
ROOTS

Ccr-operoUton/

Celehroituyn/

"Up
up and
away in

my beau-
tiful

balloon."

Being
high up
was a hit

at the

One
Love

festival.

On Saturday Nov.

3, blue skies and sun-

light convened the

lake at Guilford Col-

lege like a lion's mane,

children ran wildly,

people hacked and

played Frisbee, and

security complained

that "life-threaten-

ing" dogs weren't on

leashes. All this gave

life to One Love Roots

as it held its third Co-

operation Celebra-

tion Festival. The festi-

val is described as "an in-

vitation for tlie whole com-

munity-Guilford College,

Greensboro, and beyond--

to gather, educate, envi-

sion, and manifest appro-

priate programs within

the stated mission of

Guilford College.

One Love Roots
Co-operation Cel-

ebration is working to

financially help two

programs: The Un-

derground Railroad

and an organic coop-

erative farm in the

Guilford meadow.
Several vendors sold

jewelry, smoothies,

incense, and African

art, among a sea of

other things. There

was delicious vegetar-

ian food with dona-

tions going to the

Farm and Under-
ground Railroad pro-

grams. The Student

Union balloon pro-

vided free thrill and

chills to many.

The wonderful dis-

play of past murals

and a fresh canvas

came to life as the day

progressed. A reggae

DJ provided tunes un-

til James Shields'

band IMANI came
out to opening with

"By the Rivers of

Babylon" into their

original "Under-
ground Railroad."

It b/jfjcjs djffz^ra

DsjVE^ Thcjff

ititui because
people
e gtoove,**
s, sophomore
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Left: Angela

Hunnewell is

proud of her

contribution to

the mural.
Below: Regge
music filled the

warm weekend
air, making ev-

eryone feel irie.

Left: Elise

Foster and
D e s p i n a

S t at e 1 o V a

wishing they

could feel the

high.
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Skeletons and
pimps and ho's. oh

my! (above) A
pagan celebration

to honor All

Hallow's Eve
(right) Trick or

treating at the

apartments (cen-

ter).
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Hctllaw^een
One of Guilford College's most festive holidays Is always

Halloween with everyone dressed in funky, crazy costumes. The

annual Mary Hobbs Haunted House, party in the apartments,

and the Midnight Musical made the night a hit for the entire

Guilford community.

The Mary Hobbs Haunted House brings together children that

participate in mentor and tutoring programs, provided by Project

Community, such as Path Ways, the Buddhist Center,

Montegnard-Dega, African Services Coalition, and Glenwood

Library ESOL.The creaky old wood floors help the dorm convert

for a night into a freaky haunted house that children in the

community keep coming back for. All of the residents take turns

scaring children, passing out candy and playing comical pranks

on people. How could anyone not enjoy such a gathering!

story continued on page 124.

Jane Murray and Brook

Lyle: nice socks! (right)
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Hctllaween
. . .continued from page 123

In addition to the haunted house was the always-popular Midnight Musical, put on by the

music department, along with the costumed craziness in the apartments. Many unusual

characters were seen hopping out from behind bushes (who knows what they were doing

back there?!) along with some that were hanging from balconies as decorations for the

apartment decorating contest.

All the partying, decorations, and dressing up of Halloween 2001 made this one more
memorable night at Guilford College.
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Nini Mosiashvili and Rupert Poole just

chillin'(lefl)

Jason Blauch contributes to Philip Huralam" j

dance class fund. (Below)

Better behave on Halloween

or fairy Amanda Holtifield

will turn you into a pumpkin

like she did Elizabeth

MineharK bottom left)

Adam Webber: "Here I am! Come

and get me!" (far left)

Claire Senseney and Don Flick

partay! (top)
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McxJem and classical

share abed in... (Trf
Jliarriaae o.

I

Written By Nora Ballard

iq.

In early fall of200 1 , you may have noticed quite a few seductive signs posted aroimd campus

depicting cleavage. Doug Watts, and Kelly McCutcheon. So. what was that all about?

Scheming couples, groping, spinsters, drunkards, Little Bo Peep, sex, a dancing judge,

mistaken identity, incest, lace, silk, revenge, jealousy, greed, masturbation, forgiveness, sluts,

Haagen Dazs, condoms and power What more could you want irom theatre?

The Guilford College Theater Studies Department put on a real show. Lee Soroko and his

troupe of actors and artists presented a refreshing production of Beaumarchais" Maniage of

Figaro.

The casting could not have been better. Doug Watts put on a hilarious performance as Figaro,

exposingarea]comicenergy.EdFerrer,whoplayedCountAlmavivabubbledwithcunningglee.

Cherubin. played by Jessica Tillyer, was flat out shocking. Both Vera Brown and Kelly

McCutcheon put on unrestrained performances portraying sensual and conspiring women who

prove that "Frailty is not thy name." Gabe Fertman cleverly played the despicable character

Bazile.

The production included actorsjumping out of windows, or climbing through the audience,

a sheperdess dancing like Janet Jackson, spitting at the mention ofBazile (the audience members

had to be careful where they sat orbe spit on ). sexually desperate men. and Jack Hilley with a pout

to die for

Clearly much time was spent preparing for this scandalous play. April Soroko created a stage

design that gave a circular feel, which made the whole performance very intimate. Intiicate

timepiece costumes were topped off with elaborate wigs that achieved a tmly 1 8th-century

ambiance.

The contrast of a few modem hints added a little spice and a lot of comedy. The music, an

uncommon mixture ofclassical, rap. Billy Idol's "White Wedding." and the Darth Vader theme

were distinctively entertaining. Haagen Dazs. and a rapping judge were touches that made the

show great.

^/,̂ oaro
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Right KellyMcCuthcheon

andVeraBrown plotting to

test their lovers' loyalty, the

Princeton Review rated

Guilford's theatre program

in the top 20 schools.

"The best thing about di-

recting a play here at

Guilford is the students.

When they trust what was

done in rehearsal, and you

see them make discover-

ies on stage, you share in

their victory. It is the

fleeting beauty of a live

and an honest moment

between people, not

"characters"--and that is

a great thing to be a part

of. I think the hardest

thing about directing this

play was a lack of under-

standing of what it means

to do a piece from this

particular period. It is

easy to climb upon a

moral high horse and

view classical drama

from a 2 1st century

prespective. The job of

the Theatre Studies De-

partment is to develop the

questioning mind as to a

works validity. We ask

questions about the hu-

man condition, where

we've come from and

where we are going."

-Lee Soroko
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Student

Many creative peices were displayed and enjoyed

by the Guilford College community. The works

submitted in this years show were juried by the Guilford

College art faculty. Honors were presented to superior

works in each of the seven categories.

This year's Honors

were presented to:

Sculpture: Claire Senseney
Photography: Jay Parr

Painting: Noah Howard
Drawing: Noah Howard
Ceramics:Matt Baker

Philip Haralam

Printmaking: Ivy McLeod
Design: Ellie Kenemer

Claire Senseney "Beginnings", cast pater

wood, transparencies, lights, and acrilics.

Noah Howard "Robbie", red conte

and inl<.

Philip Haralam'Fish Platter", soda-fired

stoneware with slip and oxide decoration.

Aliene Howell "Pow", oil on canvas

Noah Howard "Child", oil on canvas.
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Jay Parr, "FLY", photography Matt Shelton, etching

Despina Statelova, "self portriat",

mixed-media
Matt Shelton, etching

'll*MM
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Class

of

2004



Class of 2004





Right: Ornithology students make an
offering of a dead Gannet to Lynn in hopes of

» an A for bringing her a new

specimen to stuff.

Above: Matt Baker and Ryan Maher tlnd Right: CarraWoodham, En/n Hcakin, Anna
ways 10 entertain themselves off campus, as Murray, and Sarah Stringfield show off their

well as on. sexy moves in Binford Hall,
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Below, L to R: Julie H.. Sarah Elinson. Leigh Rimer, and

Rachel Crabtree raise Mike Valenti's body as a sacrifice to the

Guilford gods for good grades.

y part in her

Ccividldyy

Below: After all those hours in Bauman, Coleman Watts

finally cracks.

Brandon Lockhart continues to devlop hi>

skills as a draftsman.

Above: John Boyd and Cristyn Casey

demontrate the use of a proper clay body.
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Afeni Shakur
She is 55 years old. she speaks in a strong, thick voice. She

was once a Black Panther, and she gave life to Tupac Amaru Shakur.

Afeni Shakur was introduced by Neena Robertson (Guilford

senior, and president of the African American Cultural Society) as an

"activist, mother, woman." Neena wrote a poem called "A

Dedication" for Afeni. and read it to a rapt audience in Dana

Auditorium on Sunday night.

Tupac was one of the most captivating and profound

performers of his time, yet his music transgressed racial boundaries

and has become timeless.

Since Tupac was murdered on Sept. 13. 1996, Afeni has

carried on the legacy of her son through heartfelt speeches, the release

of several CD's (previously unreleased material), the creation of a

Tupac Shakur art center in Georgia, and an upcoming MTV
documentary. Shekur said.

Afeni's speech was sincere as she spoke with pride, love, and

dignity. She made it clear from the beginning that she was "not the only

woman who hs lost a child." and stated. "I am very

fragile in my pride." She went on to describe her difficult upbringing

in Lumberton. NC: "we have been dirt poor fanners." Her ancestors

were kidnapped slaves. She described her younger self as "arrogant"

and "angry."

Afeni also admitted her drug abuse. "I am a recovering

addict." she said. In fact, she was in prison for much of her pregnancy

w ith Tupac. She addressed her difficulty in coming to terms with her

habit, and how the experience was humbling in a way. "I was a run-

of-the-mill, garden variety, dope friend."

Her long struggle with addiction hurt Tupac, and he

addresses his pain in his song. "Dear Mama." Afeni offered in sight

to the broader effects of drug abuse: our actions as drug addicts affect

other peoples lives. ..and we pretend it doesn't."

Whereas addiction was Afeni's curse. Tupac was her

blessing, "god blessed me," she said. She spoke about her

"spectacular son" with than just motherly adoration. Although he

only lived 25 years. Afeni believed he lived a full life. "1 always

believed Tupac had a beginning, middle, and end."

Afeni Shakur embracing llie young girl named after lii

(above)

Afeni Shakur sharing her feelings on the Tupac Amaru

Sahkur Foundation. "What we do now matters forever, its

not a game." (right)
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Afeni Shakur giving

select group of \tudc

irict Jnln>duction abo

, (below)
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Women's

asketball

(below) Nicole McCrory. who led

the Quakers in steals (47, 1 .6 S/G ).

powers to the hoop.

2001-02 Guilford College Quakers (right)

Front row (L to R): A. J. Robertson, Kate

Goodman, Marie Hollanid, Amy Evans,

Erin Beactiam, Dara Burke, Nicole

McCrory. Secontj row (L to R): Jen

Simos, Kelly Burger, Aftan Me(dlin,

Lindsey Johnson, Courtney Hill, Heather

Amtower. Back row (L to R): Assistant

Coacy Rob Brafford, Assistant Coach
Bari Nixon, Jackie Hardenbergh, Jennie

Keichline, Shannon Underwood, Kristyn

Casey, Head Coach Barb Bausch.
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(left) Kate Goodman drives the lane.

(below) Kelly Burger was ranked third <

the team for blocked shots with 10 (0.4

BIk/G).

G,luilford concluded its finest season in school

history with a 25-4 record. The Quakers captured the

ODAC Tournament title and reached the second round

of the NCAA Tournament for the second straight

season.

Date



B Men's

asketball

4
(right) Head Coach Estes

has done well to develop a

competitive program in the

past two s

(below) Thomas Sindelt's size and skill

helped the Quakers in their impressive win-

ning season.

Guilfortj Men's Basketball Team (right)

Front Row (I to r): Head Coach Butch

Estes, Assistant Coach Matt Parke, Casey

Henritz (trainer). Aron McMillian, Bratj

Woolley, Paul Kindem, Bryson McKinney,

Geoff Prince (trainer). Student Assistant

Coach Eyal Fierst. Assistant Coach Brian

Judski. Back Row (I to r): Andy Bean.

Robert Spence. Dominic Graham. Devon

Clyborn. Josh Connor, Thomas Swindell.

Will O'Neil. Brian Dermott. Jevon Clarke.

Kevin Francis. Greg McDowell, Ron

Bradford, Clarence Martin. David Carver
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ID Hey, Kevin Francis, don't fake phunk on that nasty dunk!

below ) Paul Kindem led the Quakers in Free Throws ( .84 1 ) and

vas ranked second in total points with 286.

enior Aron McMillian led Guilford with 16 points, but his

potentially game-tying shot rimmed out with five seconds left as the

sixth-seeded Quakers fell to third-seeded Hampden-Sydney, 57-55,

February 17 in the Old Dominion Athletic Conference (ODAC)

Tournament quarterfinals. The Quakers finished 1 5-1 1 this year, their

best season and first winning record since 1988-89.

Date
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.Clubs continued from page 109.

Guilfordian

The Guilfordian is a weekly publication

that strives to keep the community up-

to-date about events on campus and in

the world.

President / Editor-in-Chief : Alison Goss

Native American

The goal of our organization is to foster a better

understanding of Native American issues both in

the Guilford community and outside the college.

Our organization accomplishes this through social

and service activities and regular meetings.

President: Third Big Day

Treasurer: Lucas Wolf
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Tri-Beta

The purpose of the Beta Beta Beta Biological Honors Society

shall be to function as an honors society for students of the

biological science and as a club for any students interested

in the life sciences. Its activities shall be designed to

stimulate interest, scholarly attainment, and investigation in

the biological sciences, and to promote the dissemination

of information and new interpretations among students of

the life sciences.

President: Keenan O'Learry

Treasurer: Alison Goss

Guilford

Christian

Fellowship

Guilford Christian Fellowship is a combination of three former

Christian organizations on this campus: InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, and New
Generation Ministries. Our purposes are as follows; To seek

to witness to Christ as God incarnate and to help others come

to a personal faith in him as Lord and Savior; To deepen and

strengthen the spiritual life of the community we serve by

means of prayer, Bible study, and Christian service and

fellowship; To present the call of God to the world mission of

the church, helping members of the college community to

discover and fulfill God's roles for them; To promote unity in

the body of Christ on the campus.
Prcsidenl: Jason McCracken

Clubs continue on page 166..
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Margie Baker gives

a great solo

performance (right).

Monica Chevalier

meets the man of

her dreams (right).

The band plays

some great tunes

to get the party

started (below),

II



I

I

Krampus
gets

caught by

his many
adoring

fans.

Ncu:ht!

yuAT da^ trcuAtey,

hochheilige^Pcuir.
Hold'&f Knabe/im/

KuK,
yMx:^ iAvhiMivyiliAcher

Na-cht!

Vurchder Eiogel

HcdlelujO'

tont eif lout vow /ern/

uyui'vxah/:

Christ, der Tietter Utdo',
ChrOit, der Ke^rtCer Ut dxv.

StdLhJacht, heCU^
Slcu:ht!

Qottei- Sohtv, o-wie^lachi
Liebr aui- deinewv
^ottUcheri'Muyid/,

d-cv utxfr ichlcigt die/

rettende/ Stuvui'',

Chriit, in/ ciemef Qehurt,

ChrUt, Uv deAA%er Qebtui:!

This past December to close off the semester, the German Club held ifs annual

Weihnachtsfest: A celebration for the approaching holiday in which all on and off campus friends

were invited. With the Quaker Brass playing on the front steps of Founders to lead in the crowd,

the mood for a celebration was made. Once upstairs, there was plenty of food and fun for all.

The children could sit and paint ornaments made of dough, while their parents ate bratwurst and

socialized with others. As the night went on, there was a special appearance by none other then

St. Nikolaus (played by Rudy) himself. However, unlike the tradition we are most familiar with,

the Germans have an evil Santa as well known as Krampus (played by John Hicks). Once the

children caught a glimpse of Krampus, it was all over; he was chased and attacked the rest of

the night. This was, of course, all in good fun and provided tons of entertainment for the children.

While Krampus was being chased, St. Nikolaus walked around giving out candy canes and

talking to the guests. The night would not have been complete, however, without a few

Christmas Carols to send the guests on their way Lead by Dave Limburg, everyone gathered in

the center of the room to follow and sing along in German. As the night came to an end, the

guests left in high spirits for the upcoming break and in anticipation for next years

Weihnachtsfest.
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Julie Heincr; "I pledge alle-|

giance to the flag.-."

Rachel Crahtree: "Is Ihis what they mean by the Tmsi year

experience''"

Ashley Heye. Kate Doom, and Sarah Elinson take a hrcak

from another thrilling game of football, (right I
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WB^VWi^-^Al
The

First

Year

Experience

I aura Siller teaches Jamara Knight the art of

meditation.

M.ii III ( rL'i)i;jL' ,11 kI llnpc Forgay hangoulim MiIults limii stimp, i.i|nipula:

place toi the rcsidenls to talk and lake a break troni work
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The First Year Experience, cont...

Christine Berryman decorates

Christmas tree in a friend's roo

for the holidays, (below)

Adam Rosenblatt stands in from of his beautiful creation- (below)

Caithn Ross: -Give it to me baby.." (right
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Ron Dunn studies in his dorm

room in Milner. (left)



.Clubs continued from page 155.

AACS
The purpose of this organization shall

be to foster unity among African

American students while encouraging

participation in the academic and social

programs of the college community at

large. This organization shall engage

in such projects and cultural events that

enhance greater awareness of the

African American experience in America

and abroad.

International

Relations

IRC aims to reach out to the international

students attending Guilford, as well as

to educate American students to the

many foreign cultures represented at

Guilford. A sampling of IPC's

presentations included concerts, social

coffee hours, fairs, dances, and the

International Food Fest and Dance. In

addition, IRC plans outings for

international students, during which they

can bond together.

J
^ :m^

X/^^iivJ

President: Neena Robertson

4

President: KaiiMime Kuni
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Pagan Mysticism

Club
The central purpose of the Pagan Mysticism Group is

to provide a pagan religious organization for the

student body of Guilford College and a source of

religious diversity In doing so, the group hopes to

promote social justice, religious tolerance, and pagan

awareness. They offer education to the greater

Guilford community regarding paganism, nature-

worship, general mysticism, environmentalism, and

magic theory. The group meets weekly for

meditations, discussion, teaching, and learning. The

group was founded in 2001 by Elizabeth Laird,

Beyond Joy, Nick Carpenter, and David Simon.

Clerk: Nick Carpenlcr

Co-Clerk: Elizabeth Laird

Trea.surer: Beyond Joy

Secretary: Brock Mitehel-Slentz

Guilford College

Outdoor Club

The purpose of GCOC is to make the outdoors

available to all community members at Guilford

College, to spark an interest in the outdoors in

the College community, and to have fun as a

community in the outdoors. This would be

achieved by offering a wide variety of planned

outdoor activities that are available to all in the

College community.

President: Brent Chermside (the cute one)

Vice-president: Brandon Cherry (not so cute)

Treasurer: Ian Leinward (cute in a Bono, from U2, son of way)

Secretary: Katie Elliot (she's a girl)
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Bowling

Club
The aim of the bowHng club is to build community by offering a low

cost weekend activity. The club provides an opportunity for those of all

athletic abilities to participate in a good-natured, competitive

atmosphere.

Five years ago, a group of fun-loving, motivated students (who have

all since graduated) rallied support for the creation of Guilford's

Bowling Club. Ever since, it has been one of the college's most popular

clubs, with over 80 participants its first year. The bowling club meets

weekly, on Friday nights at 7:00 pm. It is a full-fledged mixed league at

a nearby AMF lanes, managed by Bob Manno, who each year loves to

see Guilford back rocking the house on Friday nights. Teams consist of

four people, who each week play against other Guilford teams. Scores

are recorded and comprehensive stat sheets are compiled by the bowling

alley for those who also enjoy the competition aspect of the league. A
large portion of the cost of having the league is obtained from Senate and

put into our budget, so a small fee of only a few dollars per week is

required of each member.

Circus Club

The purpose of this club is to

organize a group of people who
have a desire to learn, or wish to

refine their skills in circus arts.

These skills may include juggling,

unicycling, balancing, and magic.

President: Jason Wynn

President: Troy Unverduss

Vice-President: Beth Manly

Secretary; Paige Scoltock

Treasurer: Emily Rush
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WQFS

The purpose of the organization WQFS shall be to

maintain and operate the FM station licensed to the

Board of Trustees of Guilford College: to provide

educational, entertaining, and informational services

to the Guilford College and Triad communities; to

provide students with an opportunity to learn, through

practical experience, the arts and skills of radio

programming, production, and operation at a

professional quality level; and to project the cultural

image of Guilford College.

Hillel

President: Michela Maxwell

: Guilford College Hillel is the foundation for Jew/ish Life on

Ithe Guilford College Campus. Keeping in the mission

statement of Hillel International, located in Washington D.C.,

'

Hillel's mission is to maximize the number of Jews doing Jewish

with other Jews. Hillel actively seeks to engage uninvolved

Jewish students on their own terms: to provide them with

opportunities to do Jewish that are meaningful and appealing

to them. Students are empowered to take responsibility for

their Jewish identity, whether they wish to participate in a

community service project, express themselves artistically,

participate in a social event, engage in informal Jewish learning,

or attend religious services. Any student may participate in

Hillel - no membership is required. Hillel is committed to a

pluralistic vision of Judaism that embraces all movements.

This year, was a very special time for Guilford College Hillel.

.

In the past year we have done numerous events such as Friday

Night Shabbat Dinners, special events for the High Holidays,

a Chanukah Party, a Purim Party, and a special Israel 101

. Program for the entire Guilford College Campus. It was a huge

success, not only drawing many students from Guilford, but

also many members of the Greensboro Jewish Community.

We also provide a free trip to Israel through Hillel International

and the Israel Birthright Program. Last year, we sent three

students to Israel, and they all had a truly amazing experience.

"Wherever We Stand, We Stand With Israel!"

L^ X

President: Mult Geiger

Treasurer: Jesse Melamed
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Expressions in Dance
The Expressions in Dance Club is an organization

specifically designed for people who love to dance-that

means all levels of experience--from years of training to

none at all. Our members are people who simply love or

have always wanted to become involved in dance. It is

a great chance to expand your understanding of what

dance can be and to have fun with friends as you make
meaningful art. We are self-producing our first annual

Spring Dance concert that features student

choreography and dancers. When we formed the club a

few years ago, we felt it could offer experiences that

would compliment the dance classes offered in our

Dance Concentration. We wanted to strengthen the

dance community on campus with an emphasis on

working cooperatively and having fun while seeing and
creating art. I've had the opportunity to expand my
training, form great friendships, choreograph and show
works, and dance a lot! Other activities include end of

the semester parties, master classes, and outside

performances.

^
PrcsiJcnl: Enn Greenway

Vice President: Sara Brigham

Secretary: Alicia Frasca

Treasurer: Enn Walkcr-McMu

a.i.d.s. about AIDS
I" •'V

a.i.d.s. about AIDS is an
organization to promote AIDS
awareness and safety on the

Guilford College campus through

educational events (speakers,

dances, workshops, etc). The two

Aids fellows this year were Dan
Thigpen and Ashley Coleman.

Co-prcsldcnlv Ashle\ Coleman ,& Dan Thigpcn
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SAFE

Presidcnl: Alison Austin

Senate
A community is more

than the sum of its parts.

The relationships between

students, faculty,

administrators, and
trustees are those of care,

one for another. Common
areas of concern for

community life demand a

common forum. Students,

faculty, and administrators

live and work in the same
community and share

concern for the quality of

life in the college. We strive

to take action upon matters

of common concern and to

share those powers
delegated to the student

government to further the

highest interests of the

community. Careful

consideration of all points

of view, in both idea and

action, are in keeping with

this purpose.

The Community Senate

shall represent student

opinions in a decision and

policy-making process

dedicated to the welfare of

the community. The
Community Senate acts as

a forum for campus
concerns in addition to

determining the amount
and distribution of Student

Activities fees. The Senate

concerns itself with policy

matters and speaks as the

voice of the student body

on concerns affecting the

college community. The
Community Senate uses

every constructive means
available to strive for a

better community in which

to live and work.

President: Megan Page

Vice-president: Chris Babcock

Treasurer: Jill Burcliell

Sccretar>': Tamara Asad
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Consumer advocate Ralph Nader and Nobel Peace Prize recipient Oscar Arias

|j|P^ debated globalization as part of Guilford College's yearlong speaker series entitled

'5^^ "Human Rights: Global and Cross-cultural Perspectives." The debate was held

^^X^^ ^1 on March 21st at 7:30 p.m. in Dana Auditorium on campus.

^P )i^i ^H The event was sponsored by the Bryan Distinguished Visiting Professorship in

the Arts, Humanities, and Public Affairs. The Professorship is funded by Guilford

trustee Joseph M. Bryan Jr. '60 and the former Kathleen Price Bryan Family Fund.

Nader, honored by Time magazine as one of the 1 00 most influential Americans

^^ of the Twentieth Century, was instrumental in creating the Occupational Safety

C—- ^^^ ""^^^^^ ^'^^ Health Administration (OSHA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

1 i^^^^ ^"^"^ *^® Consumer Product Safety Commission. Laws he helped draft and pass

f
'^j»*~^ include the Safe Drinking Water Act, the meat and poultry inspection rules, and

^ the Freedom of Information Act.

Working to empower the average American, Nader has formed numerous citizen groups, including the

Center for Auto Safety Public Citizen, Pension Rights Center, the Coalition for Universities in the Public

Interest, and the student public interest research groups (PIRGs) that operate in more than 20 states. He
was a U.S. presidential candidate representing the Green Party in the 1992, 1996, and 2000 elections.

Nader has written numerous books, from Unsafe at Any Speed in 1965 to Crashing the Party: How to

Tell the Truth and Still Run for President in 2001.

Arias was elected president of Costa Rica in 1986 and, through negotiations, drafted the Arias Peace

Plan, which called for internal dialogue, cease-fire, freedom of speech, and free elections in El Salvador,

Guatemala, and Nicaragua. This initiative culminated in the signing of the Esquipulas II Accords, or the

Procedure to establish a Firm and Lasting Peace in Central America, by all the Central Amehcan Presidents

on August 7, 1987.

Arias was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1987. He used the monetary award to establish the Arias

Foundation for Peace and Human Progress. Under the auspices of the Foundation, three programs were

established: The Center for Human Progress to

promote equal opportunities for women and gender

equality; the Center for Organized Participation to

strengthen the participation and action of civil society

in Central America; and the Center for Peace and

Reconciliation to work for demilitarization and conflict

resolution in the developing world.

Larry Schooler, reporter for WFDD-FM radio in

Winston-Salem, N.C., served as moderator for the

debate. In addition to his reporting, Schooler hosts

afternoon newscasts for the National Public Radio

affiliate.
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(above) Oscar Arias meets

with students the afternoon of

the debate.

(top of page) Larry Schooler.

Ralph Nader and Oscar Arias

speak before the debate

begins.

(right) Ralph Naders

Guilford students and fa

explaining his views on

politics.
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Matt Geiger formulating his next

anicle tor the Guilfordian. Iright)

NazUrooj attempts to avoid The Qualver paparazzi, (below)

Amanda Hollifieid considering the mysteries of the u

(right)
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Our

Faculty
And Staff

The Music Department The History Department

r • w

Lenora Lee

Public Safety

Colonel Kaolin

Ceramics Department

Liam Behrens

Director of Y.M.C.A

and

Men's Soccer Coach
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Information Services and Technologies (IT&S)

(These folks are super cool!)

I ^^

I?

Abel Ndingwann

Public Safety

Kevin Scott

SUBWAY

EDITORS NOTE:

We, the Quaker Staff, did our best to include all faculty and staff that wished to be represented

in our book. However, we were unable to do so. For all those who were not included, we do

appreciate all the hard work that you give our school. Thanks to all faculty and staff; this has

been another great year!
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Guilford College Golf Team

DIVISION III

NCAA
NATIONAL
CHAMPS

Third Straight

ODAC Golf Crown
(left) Sophomore Dave Patterson shot 295 and placed second in the 12U-piaycr field at the NCAA tournament. Patterson also won first-team-AII-Amencan honors.
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G Men's

olf

(below) Andrew Eversole

came through with his low-

est score on the last day of

the tournament to help the

Quakers clinch the NCAA
trophy.

(below) John Riddle shot his (right) Harrison Pinnix

low round of 74 for the sea- posted his lowest score of the

sonatthe31stCampLejeune season (80) at the Gordin

Intercollegiate Tournament. Classic on October 14th.

(below) Savio Nazareth fm-

ished 18th m the NCAA
tournament and earned

third-team All-Amenca rec-

ognition for the second

straight year.

(1 to r): Coach Jack Jensen, Andrew

Biggadike, Andrew Eversole, Ricky

Gandhi, Dave Patterson, Harrison Pinnix,

John Riddle, Savio Nazareth.
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(far left) Senior Andrew Biggadike shot a three round score of 299 at the NCAA
tournament, and also earned first-team All-America honors for the second year in a row.

(left) Ricky Gandhi posted his best round on Sept. 4th at Bridgewater (ODAC Match).

He shot a 72. which earned hiin a 3rd place finnish.

I helow ) Guilford won its first NCAA title in any sport May 1 6 when the men's golfteam

rallied from a two-stroke deficit to defeat Methodist and Greensboro at the NCAA
Division III Men's Golf Championships in Lincoln. NE.

uilford won its first NCAA title in any sport May 16 when the men's

golf team rallied from a two-stroke deficit to defeat Methodist and

Green.sboro at the NCAA Division III Men's Golf Championships in

Lincoln, NE. Sophomore Dave Patterson shot 295 and placed second in the

120-pIayer field. Senior Andrew Biggadike shot 299 and also earned first-

team All-America honors for the second year in a row. Savio Nazareth

finished 18th and earned third-team All-America recognition for the second

straight year.

^^^^H



I Me

U
Men's

acrosse

Nate Goodman (right), se

nior from Port Ewn. N\'.

ended the 2002 season

ranked fourth in ground

balls for Guilford with 4 1

.

Joe Adelman (below),

a freshman from

Springfield, VA, ended

his rookie season with

5 goals and 5 assists.

Left to Right, Top Row: Mjll Millar. Mark K

Duncan. Rob Mallonce. Drew Wit, Nate Goodman
Middle Row: Assistant Coach Brian McDonald, Tuckei

Jacobs, Abdul-Qawiy (AQ) Abdul-Karim, Mat
Wagner, Greg Stalker, Jason Capen, Coach Randy Mcr
cer. Kneeling: Joe Adelman, Reed Bradt, Won Hill

Eddie Massello, Chip Hill. Aaron Skiles. Josh Miller

Justin Blanchctte.
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Juslin Blanchette Heft), a sophmore from

Westfield, MA racked up 14 points this

season, blowing away 2 point total last year.

Mark Fiore (below), a freshman from

Doylestown, PA. finished second in total sea-

son points behind Josh Miller. Mark scored 46

points for the Quaker's.

^y ne season after fielding one of its most experienced

teams in recent memory, Guilford entered the 2002 campaign

with one of its youngest sides. Five four-year letter winners

ended their college careers in Guilford's 5-8 campaign last

season. Head coach Randy Mercer started his ninth Guilford

season with 1 1 letter winners back from the 2001 club,

including five starters.



I w
la

Womens
acrosse

(right) Sara Walters-

Bugbee of Princeton. NJ

advances the ball on a

Guilford drive.

(below) Sarah Routhier of North (below) Kathryn Ragin

Yarmouth. ME. is a force to be of Pawleys Island. SC.

reckoned with. fires up her team.

Front Row (1 to r): Lauren Goodwin, Katie Rice

Lindsey Kennedy. Sarah Walters-Bugbee, Kate

Hardy.

Second Row: Kathryn Ragin. Sarah Roulhicr.

Kirsten Dexter. Emily Hulbun. Sarah Marshall,

Kristi Herzer.

Top Row: Head Coach Tara Caminiti-Raggeti,

Assistant Coach Tanya Tanhehco. Heather

Amtowcr. Torrance Gary (trainer). Brundi Rhodi

¥
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left) Lauren Goodwin of Newburyport. MA does well to

hase down a loose ball.

( below ) Lindsey Kennedy of Liverpool. NY slops a great shot

X he Quakers began on their road back to respectability last season despite a short bench and

many new players. The team worked hard and learned that persistence and patience often result in

success. Given a young team with little recruiting before her July 2000 arrival. Caminiti-Raggett

spent much of last season teaching basic elements of the gaine. She wanted the Quakers to build

on the fundamentals learned last year, a strategy that paid some early dividends in 2001 . Attack

Kathryn Ragin developed into a consistent scoring threat and set the Quakers' freshman scoring

record. Kirsten Dexter earned honorable mention All-ODAC recognition and set the school's

single-season ground balls standard.

m:^y

Dale



Men's

ennis

Men's Tennis Team (right)

{ L 10 R (: An Betof. Ben Many. Jason Wynn.

Brandon Mullis, LukeTreloar, Karim Moloo. Casey

Kennedy. Head Coach Brian Judski.
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TWomen's
ennis

(below) Laura Registrato plays

nice backhand from the base lint

(right) Coach Jenn

Wolos ( '96) gives some

pregame advice to

Courtney Lowe.

(below) Elizabeth
Appenzeller of

Wingate, NO con-

nects with her fore-

hand.

(below) Elena Wood of East

Templeton, MA, powers a back-

hand down the line.

Women's Tennis Team (right)

From left to right: Melissa Starr.

Courtney Lowe. Elena Kovalenko,

Head Coach Jenn Wolos. Elizabeth

Appenzeller. Laura Registrato,

Elena Wooii.
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(left) Melissa Starr of Rockwell. NC rallies from

tfie base line.

(below) Courtney Lowe of Brunswick. ME does

well to drop in a winning volley.

G uilford closed out the 2002 season

with an 11th-place showing at the Old

Dominion Athletic Conference Tournament

at Washington and Lee April 26-28.



Baseball (below) Luke Kempton of

Greensboro. NC stands

ready lo make the play at

(right) The Quakers cel-

ebrate another strong vic-

tory.

(below) The strong hitting

and quick hands of Zu^k

Morgan (Kemersville. NC

helped Guilford to an ini

(below) Senior right-hander

Joe Dooley (Chanlilly, VA)
stmck out 12 in his school

record-tying 12th win of the

season to lead Guilford past

Virginia Wesleyan. »-5. in

the opening round of the Old

Dominion Athletic Confer-

ence (ODAC) Baseball

Tournament

Baseball Team (right)

Bottom Row (I to r): Zach Morgan. Mike Goettler,

Zach Whicker, Nick Black, Chris Francis, Alex Blucher.

Matt Webb Second Row (I to r): Luke Kempton, A J

McCauley. Gabe Staub. Tim Huie, Brad Franklin,

Michael Idol, Josh Miller. Kurt Cavanaugh Ttiird Row
(I to r): Head Coach Gene Baker, Dan Ludwig,

Ciahnan Miller, Stephen Croft. Jetf Eberl. Adam
Comslock. Dave Shaffer, Assistant Coach Craig Rapp,

Assistant Coach Adam Taylor Fourth Row (I to r):

Dave Wall, Mike Balash, Ian Clement, Steve Danis,

Anthony Ramakis, Joe Dooley. Conrad Smith, Not

pictured: Nick Harvey. Andrew Duffy. R.J. Marks. Jeff

Ebert. Rick Parks.
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^^enior pitcher Joe Dooley fanned 1 1 in his school-record 1 1th

complete game of the season, but Ferrum scratched out a pair of

eighth-inning runs to claim a 2-1 win over Guilford April 30 in the

Quakers' regular-season finale. Senior Steve Danis had two hits and

scored Guilford's lone run.

Date



SerendApCty

noon; t^e facul^^ or ^^enorv^enon of flf)<ilf)s



>/a(uat>(e or asreeaf>te t^In^s not soush^ for.



Right: Gee. Clay, is it a lid bit nipply out there?

Below: Chris Roose waits with anticipation for the next mind

-blowing Serendipity event.

Below: We have always wondered what it was like to drink

and drive: thanks for giving us the opportunity, Guilford!!

The drunk-driving simulation was a huge hit during

Serendipity!

Above: Josh and Able chat at one of the events. Able is alway

there for students who need a friend.

Right; Adrian Sperka and Russel Fergusson are quite .\\

puzzeled as to why that kid is riding his bike into the trash j| |}
ft ^^ '*

^,

can....Aga.n?! M it'll !l S 1. « m L ."^
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w: Jesse and Menina discuss the finer points otquanlani

physics and the size of Jesse's dog.

Left Get This Party Started!

WW hen Spring rolls around and Guilford College

becomes a warm and wonderful place, few students

are able to concentrate on their work. With such a

beautiful campus to enjoy, Serendipity Weekend
offers us a chance to break free from our end of

year studies and let loose for a few wonderful days.

This weekend of celebration, music, games, and
streaking is one of the many traditions that the

Guilford Community enjoys.

The weekend kicked off on Thursday April 18th,

when the Greensboro Police Department came to

Guilford to show students and faculty how
dangerous drunk driving can be. The G.P.D.

provided goggles that simulated the influence of

alcohol. The officers directed students, faculty, and
staff through a golf cart driving course, successfully

demolishing numerous innocent road cones.

Thursday continued with performances by three

great bands: Larry Keel Experience, Snake Oil

Medicine Show, and Dirty Dozen Brass Band.

; that bottle has Sprite in it? w: A crowd of excited students await their turn i

-up obstacle course.
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'L Land-0-Mud!

his year's

traditional jello pit

was replaced with

lots and lots of mud
On top of all the

mud pit and slip-

and-slide between

Milner and Bryan,

Friday was full of

parties, nonsense,

and pure relaxation.

Right: So, How was the Guilford Collegf

Spa. Sir? Far right: Sarah Rosenblatt says

"Giddy-upcoyboys!" as she prepares to rope.
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Just One More...
Night?

Oaturday was the grand finale of the Serendipity weekend. The day was kicked off with crazy carnival

games, free food, and free tee-shirts outside of Dana Auditorium. The highlight of the carnival was the

inflatable obstacle course race. Everyone lined up to race a friend through, up, over, and down the massive
yellow course. As day was turning into night, everyone made their way into Dana to hear the amazing sounds
of Ween. The blowout show was followed by the traditional Apartments Party. With the help of high spirits and
a few campus rockers, the Apts. reached a serendipitous climax. Thanks to all the work planning and
executing the events, this year's Serendipity reclaimed

some of its previous glory.

( below left ) Don gives Maya a p;iinting lesson "Remember, the brush is an extension ofyour

hand." (below right) "1 could have been a contender, I could have been somebody!" (right)

The Meadows Secret Society hold their annual battle royal.

(above) The annual Apartments party broujihl the caiupus together like no other party could,

(right) Ashley. Lisa. Candi.and Stephanie spent their Saturday monung walking lorcancerand

"Kicking Tumor Butt'"
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4/20

(left) Carlos helps Richard Hopkins keep a (above) The incredible Ween played to a

tight fisl on the security at the apartments packed house on Saturday night

party.
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THE PINES
The Pines House is one of three alternative housing accomdations that students can apply for on

campus. Each year, groups of students get together an petition for rights to live in Hildebrant. Pope,

or Pines houses.

Right: Sarah Betson having a

moment with nature outside

the house.

Above: Summer Starling and

Annabelle Peevey hanging loose.

Right: Party at the Pines

it is the place to be.
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5«iB Left: A peek at the wild nights at the Pines.

Below: Matt Baker, Debbie Harris, Ari Detoro-Forlenza, Katherine

Gardner, Aliene Howell and Ryan Maher are naughty by nature.

Left: The Pines people monkeying

around.
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CANDIDS
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CANDIDS
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Face painting is always a hit with the kids

that visit Guilford for Earth Day.

Patrick McDougal and Jen Sluder

back to back at the Earth Day

festivities.

Helping keep the

peace, Guilford

students make origami

swans to kick off

Earth Day.

Josh Lynch and Jonathan Moore Memorial Hall.
Above: Sarah

other students and Adam Thorn Rosenblatt taking a

listen to as they jam out break and loving the

beside Duke Earth.
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Left: Ian

Leinwand leads

the group in an
Earth Day song.

Left:

During the
day's
celebration, the
children enjoy
making t-shirts

and other
crafts, blowing
bubbles, and
listening to

music with
Guilford
students.

Letting go and
listening to a

few tunes is

one way
students

enjoyed Earth

Day.

Earth Day 2002
All individuals have a

responsiblity to act as

Trustees of the Earth,

seeking to make lifestyle

choices that will protect

the environment;
eliminate poverty,

violence, and
discrimination; celebrate

community and diversity;

and foster peaceful
progress towards the best

possible future. It is

important to understand
the complex
interrelationships between
all living beings in order to

work productively
towards a sustainable

future for all.
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APRIL
FEST

Sponsored by the German Club

On Tuesday April 30th, a gorgeous day for a cel-

ebration, the German club sponsored the annual April

Fest. This was an event that was attended by many

students and members of the community. There was

music provided by Die Quakerhosen (better known as

the Oom-pah band), with a special solo by Jeff Jeske

on the accordion. As the band played, the Tanzmeister

(Willie Repoley '01 ) walked around getting people to

their feet to dance. To top off the musical entertain-

ment, Deborah Shaw and a women's acapella group

sang "Lachen."

This would not be a good German event without

food. With a total of 400 Bratwurst and 150 Veggie

dogs, no one went home hungry. The 16 celebrity

grillers, ranging from David Hildreth to Don

McNemar, helped to draw in students just to get a

glance at their professors slaving over a hot grill. After

fulling up on food, there were, of course, games to

play, ranging from throwing a frisbee to playing

football with some local children. With all the fun,

there was no excuse for boredom.

Tanzmeister (Willie Repoley) trys to get the crowd up and dancing.

Ivan H.ill takes on the hlM -Liio.iiion ,.l

rman students in a friendlv game of football
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Maiiv silkIciiIs sj[ jiid enjoyed the music and food as a break

before finals ( above),

David Hildreth shows off his skills at making Bratwurst (left).
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The Changing
By Katy Wurster

After a moment of silence, President Don McNemar
got right to the point. "I wanted to share with you

today that I will conclude my service as the 7th

president of Guilford College on June 30, 2002, at the

end of this academic year," he said to the

administrators, trustees, and local media gathered ini

the Art Gallery.

"In an effort to be fair and equal in the notification

process," said Ty Buckner, Director of College

Relations, "it was decided that he would email the

students, faculty, and staff, except for a very few

people who needed to know [ahead of time]."

McNemar said that, throughout his six-year term asi

President, he has been guided by three important

principles-doing what is best for the Guilford

community, incorporating the testimonies of the

Religious Society of Friends, and following his own
instincts and beliefs as a Quaker.

Charlotte Roberts, Vice-Chair of the Board of

Trustees, listed a few of McNemar's more concrete

accomplishments. "Guilford has certainly benefited

from Don's leadership," she said, citing the recent

increases in enrollment, improvements in computer

and information technology, and the successful "Our

Time in History" campaign.

Presumably, McNemar will also be consulting with his wife, Britta, about what the next phase o1

their lives will hold. "I love to teach," he said, "and the world needs good teachers." Previous to

his term at Guilford, McNemar taught international relations at Dartmouth for 12 years. If he doej

not return to the classroom, however, McNemar may consider working for a foundation or

government agency dealing with educational policy issues. The McNemars described

themselves as "wide open to opportunity" with regards to the future.

Although most students seem to have only a vague notion of what the President actually does

on a day-to-day basis, many have expressed that they will miss seeing his always-smiling face

around campus, at college events, and in the cafeteria. Roberts also mentioned McNemar's

ever-present smile. "He is the standard by which I will measure all other optimists," she said.

McNemar concluded his address with the words of George Fox, founder of the Society of

Friends, encouraging those assembled, and all members of the Guilford community, to "walk

cheerfully over the world, answering that of God in everyone."

Don McNemar
President, 1996-2002
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pfthe Guard
The Board of Trustees of Guilford College

'appointed Kent John Chabotar, a distinguished

higher education administrator, faculty member,

and scholar, as the college's eighth president

effective July 1 . He will also join the faculty as a

professor of political science.

Chabotar, 55, has been vice president for

finance and administration and treasurer at

Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine, since

1991. Beginning in 1972, Chabotar's career has

blended teaching, research, and administrative

service in higher education as well as in

s inonprofits and business.

"It Is my pleasure to announce the appointment

of Kent Chabotar as the eighth president of

Guilford College," said Bruce Stewart, chair of

the Board of Trustees. "I have known five of the

eight presidents in the college's history, and I

believe Kent will be exemplary in his service and

leadership. He comes from one of the nation's

truly distinguished liberal arts colleges, and it is

my belief that he will very soon place Guilford

fully in that category."

Stewart added: "Kent has a national reputation as a financial manager and as an

academic administrator, not only through his work at Bowdoin, but also through his teaching at

; Harvard and Berkeley. Furthermore, he is a man of faith and a person deeply committed to

.Quaker values and testimonies. It is a pleasure to welcome Kent to Guilford, Greensboro, and
sjjthe wider North Carolina community. His able leadership will serve the college, region, and

state with profound distinction."

Kent Chabotar

President, 2002-

"Hearing about families witli five and six generations of Guilford graduates

was as inspiring to me as faculty talking about their commitment to

teaching and the students they have affected so profoundly. That's what

makes a small college: the ability to change lives in concrete ways that

can be seen and heard and felt."

-Kent Chabotar
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YOUR STAFF
(clockwise from right)

Sophomore, Angela Hunneyweil (photo editor) and First

Year. Kat Alien I Assistant Editor) were responsible for a huge

portion of this year's book, Kat and Angela are both returning

with their knowledge and dedication to oversee the

production of the 2002-2003 Quaker.

Junior, Dessi Statelova's weekly dedication to the Quaker

carried right into the summer when she helped to finish the

i last pages of the book,

Angela Hunneyweil will continue to be an amazing asset r

year as Assistant Editor.

Senior, Nini Mosiashvili provided The Quaker with

numerous quality photographs as a staff photographer-

Master minds Kat Alien and Philip Haralam disco

amazing powers of the "Cropper",

Senior Philip Haralam (Edilor-in-Chief) can't figure out why

no one takes him seriously.
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ulofkwist' from Itit)

Senior, Lee Elkouri brought her smile and positive "can-do"

attitude to The Quaker after her first semester was spent

abroad in Australia.

Senior, Maya Burlingame worked hard through the year doing

whatever needed to be done, Maya even came back dunng the

summer to help finish the book... Thanks Maya!

Senior. Lee Ann Hunter (staff photographer ) helped to reopen

the Pubhcations Darkroom, and provided The Quaker with

images of campus life.

Junior, James "Swoop" Hereford provided hours of help with

clubs, athletics, and feature sections of The Quaker.

Kat Allen... well... Kat rocks!

Sophomore, Bryan Warf was a huge asset to The Quaker after

joining the club dunng the second semester, Bryan will

continue to contribute his time and efforts next year as

Financial Manager.
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The 2002 Quaker would like to give special thanks to: Kaye Miller, our Herff Jones representative for her

invaluable help with all aspects of the book, the people at Carolina Camera. Leslie Moss, and Shawn Linehan. We
gives mad props to the Guilfordian for kicking down articles to us. Thank you to: Dave Walters with his

contribution to the sports pages, John Bell for his wonderful sports photographs, everyone who turned in pictures,

and anyone we might have forgotten.

"The opinions expressed within are not necessarily those of the administration, faculty, staff or students. Photos and

captions throughout the yearbook were often donated by individual students, and the Quaker staff excepts full

responsibility for their inclusion in this publication."
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The wonderful thing about The Quaker is its staff of volunteers. This year, The Quaker staff was

young, ambitious, and extremely dedicated. Even during exams, papers, projects, and personal crises,

everyone came together to produce a book of quality and substance. Our goal this year was to represent

the entire college community to the best of our ability. Unfortunately, we were unable to include

everyone, nor every event. However, I feel we were able to present a publication that honestly portrays

a cross-section of Guilford College. I am pleased and proud to have worked with such a fine group of

people, and I wish them all the best of luck in the years to come.

Philip Haralam

Editor-in-Chief

2001-2002 Quaker

Colophon

The Quaker, volume 88, was produced by the yearbook staff at Guilford College in Greensboro, North Carolina, and

was printed by Herff Jones in Charlotte. North Carolina. The account was serviced by Kaye Miller, and customer

service advisor, Darlene Cooper Processing and printing of photographs were done by Carolina Camera and the

Quaker staff.
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